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Linkages Between Environmental Conditions and Recreational
King Mackerel Catch off West-Central Florida
Carrie C. Wall
ABSTRACT
The objective of this study was to determine if fronts sustained up to three days
will result in an aggregation of kingfish due to the anticipated accumulation of forage,
increasing fishing success at these locations. Automated algorithms to detect frontal
features in satellite-derived sea surface temperature, chlorophyll concentration, water
clarity, and fluorescence images were successfully adapted for the coastal waters off
west-central Florida. The surface ocean fronts were used to study the linkages between
environmental conditions and recreational catch statistics of king mackerel
(Scomberomorus cavalla) during 19 seasonal tournaments held in April to May and
October to November of 2004 and 2005. The local winds estimated from a USF Coastal
Ocean Monitoring and Prediction System observing station were analyzed with the
frontal data to examine factors that influence oceanic frontal formation and stability. The
front detection algorithms were also applied to high-resolution bathymetry data which
serves as a new technique for analyzing bottom topography. The spatial relationships
between catch data collected through 415 angler interviews, frontal boundaries and
stability, bathymetric gradients, bottom structure, and baitfish presence were identified
using ESRI ArcGIS.
Fishing success and fishing effort were highly variable regarding the distance of
fishing activity to the nearest front. This was attributed to non-persistent winds.
Intermediate water clarity (0.7 to 1.0 mW cm-2 µm-1 sr -1), the presence of baitfish, and
the side of the front with relatively less chlorophyll showed the greatest influence on the
king mackerel catch rates. Fishing success was found to be significantly higher at fishing
locations where baitfish were reported present compared to where they were not reported.
Concurrent with the 2005 harmful algal bloom event, a significant decrease in king
mackerel catch occurred in the fall of 2005 (208 fish) compared to fall 2004 (818) and
spring 2005 (538). Additionally, fishing locations with baitfish present were observed
about 15% less often during the fall of 2005 than the preceding seasons. From this, a
model can be developed to diagnose the environmental conditions that can be used by
resource managers to better understand variations in catch, which result from naturally
occurring phenomena or man-induced overfishing.
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Chapter 1
Automated Detection of Surface Oceanic Fronts in Coastal Waters off West-Central
Florida
1. Introduction
One objective of this study was to apply an automated technique suitable for
detecting oceanic fronts on the inner west Florida Shelf (WFS) waters, specifically off
Tampa Bay, Florida. Prior to this study, published maps where oceanic fronts are likely
to occur along the inner WFS did not exist. This study aims to identify where stable
spring and fall fronts occur along the coastal waters off west-central Florida. The goal
was to better understand the spatial distribution of frontal features in this region which
may lead to improved resource management decisions, such as those regarding fisheries
commonly associated with frontal regions.
Oceanic fronts are relatively narrow zones of enhanced horizontal gradients of
physical, chemical, optical, and/or biological parameters which may have an expression
at the ocean's surface (e.g., see Bowman and Esaias, 1978; Le Fevre, 1986). Frontal
systems in coastal seas can be dynamically very active and can indicate water mass
boundaries (e.g., Blanton, 1986). They can be established through action of wind-driven
upwelling or river discharge along the coast, and their surface expression can be marked
or muted depending on the strength of temperature, salinity and ocean color gradients.
Upwelling regions and the associated frontal zones result in the vertical flux of nutrients
which contribute to high concentrations of phytoplankton biomass (e.g., Marra, et al.,
1990). Convergence at fronts can also lead to the accumulation of materials creating
surface biological features (e.g, Polovina, et al., 2001). Both of these events can have
marked gradients in ocean color that may or may not be coincident with the surface
expression of a thermal front. The characterization of frontal boundaries can lead to a
better understanding of the dynamic physical and biological processes occurring in the
ocean. Oceanic front location, duration and intensity have been analyzed by fisheries
scientists to understand variations in fish abundance, based on the hypothesis that the
availability of prey increases at fronts (Sund, et al., 1981; Roffer, 1987; Olson, et al.,
1994; Bigelow, et al., 1999; Lutcavage, et al., 2000; Polovina, et al., 2001; Schick, et al.,
2004).
1.1 Front Detection
Visual frontal analysis can be more accurate but it is highly labor intensive and
subjective. The development of automated algorithms has allowed for the relatively
quick detection fronts for large data sets. Detecting biological (color) and thermal fronts
automatically by computer image processing methods requires a series of statistical
analyses. A variety of algorithms exist to automatically detect oceanographic fronts
using satellite data. These algorithms range from using a simple statistic to characterize
the gradient of, for example, the thermal field (Van Woert, 1982; Cornillon and Watts,
1

1987) to more complex methods such as a cluster-shade technique (Holyer and
Peckinpaugh, 1989), semivariogram analysis (Franklin, et al., 1996; Diehl, et al., 2002),
histogram analysis (Cayula and Cornillon, 1992; Cayula and Cornillon, 1995; Saraceno,
et al., 2005), and entropic histogram analysis based on the Jensen-Shannon divergence
(Vázquez, et al., 1999).
The histogram analysis developed by Cayula and Cornillon (1992; 1995) was
chosen for this study as it reliably detects verified thermal fronts and ignores false fronts
or frontal features not identified with in situ observations (Ullman and Cornillon, 1999;
Mavor and Bisagni, 2001; Ullman and Cornillon, 2001; Belkin and Cornillon, 2003;
Belkin and Cornillon, 2004). In addition, a comparative study of the cluster-shade
technique and the single image edge detection (SIED) histogram analysis by Cayula, et
al. (1991) found the performance of the SIED to be superior. The SIED histogram
method has been applied to detect satellite-derived chlorophyll a concentration gradients,
the proxy indicator for phytoplankton biomass, for the Long Island Sound (Stegmann and
Ullman, 2004). It has also been used to examine gradients and fronts of normalized
water-leaving radiance, a proxy indicator for water clarity, for the South Atlantic Bight
(Bontempi and Yoder, 2004). Prior applications of the histogram algorithm were mainly
for lake or shelf-break environments; this study adapts the Cayula and Cornillon (1992)
algorithm for coastal waters off west-central Florida.
1.2 Characteristics of the West Florida Shelf
The WFS extends from the Florida Keys north to the Mississippi River and over
200 miles out from the coast creating a wide, gently sloping shelf. The WFS is less
influenced by the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) Loop Current (LC) than by local wind regimes
and local heat flux and freshwater inputs (Koblinsky, 1981; Del Castillo, et al., 2000;
Lenes, et al., 2001; Hu, et al., 2003; Weatherly, et al., 2003; Oey, et al., 2005; Weisberg,
et al., 2005, and references therein). The LC controls the circulation in and near the shelfslope and -break regions (Huh, et al., 1981; Weisberg, et al., 1996; Sturges and Leben,
2000). Over the middle and inner shelf, the circulation is controlled by local wind
forcing, seasonal heating and cooling, stratification, and freshwater inputs by rivers
(Schmidt, et al., 2001; Virmani and Weisberg, 2003; Hu, et al., 2004; Virmani and
Weisberg, 2005; Weisberg, et al., 2005, and references therein). These processes
generate cross-shelf transport of nutrients and plankton (Gilbes, et al., 1996; Del Castillo,
et al., 2000; Del Castillo, et al., 2001; Gilbes, et al., 2002; Paramo and Viana, 2002; Hu,
et al., 2003; Hu, et al., 2004; Weisberg, et al., 2005).
Tampa Bay is the largest of Florida's estuaries and is located on the west-central
coast of Florida. To a first order, semi-diurnal and diurnals tides control sea level and the
circulation within Tampa Bay (He and Weisberg, 2002). In addition, a non-tidal
gravitational convection known as "estuarine circulation" also operates in the bay. Wind
and rivers influence sea level at the mouth of Tampa Bay (Weisberg and Zheng, 2005).
Water flows from Tampa Bay to the GOM in complex ways, and is modified by the
intracoastal waterway, deep shipping channels, bridge causeways, and keys and shoals
located at the mouth (Weisberg and Zheng, 2005). Estuarine outflow to the inner WFS
(depths < 50 m) affects the establishment and duration of fronts within the region of
interest, and while this study focuses on detection and assessment of the short-term
2

duration of coastal fronts, the circulation inside Tampa Bay and Charlotte Harbor,
another large estuary located on the west-central coast, are outside the scope of the study.
Physical and biological water-column processes are related to bottom topographic
features, such as slopes, ridges, and canyons (Killworth, 1978; Huh, et al., 1981; Pingree
and Mardell, 1981; Pingree, et al., 1982; Molinari and Morrison, 1988; Pingree and Le
Cann, 1991; Vlasenko, 1992; Harris, et al., 1997; Fratantoni, et al., 1998; Hamilton, et
al., 2000; Weisberg and He, 2003; Fan, et al., 2004). Enhanced mixing due to internal
waves or tidal action in areas associated with a topographic feature is attributed to
increased phytoplankton growth under improved light conditions and wind-induced
upwelling (Pingree and Mardell, 1981; Franks, 1992). Topographic features and the
resulting nutrient upwelling events therefore will likely influence the establishment and
duration of oceanic fronts off the west-central coast of Florida.
1.3 Objectives and Approach
The objective of this study was to apply an automated technique suitable for
detecting surface oceanic fronts on the inner WFS, specifically off Tampa Bay, Florida.
This led to the adaptation of two automated algorithms to identify fronts for remotely
sensed thermal and sea spectral reflectance (ocean color) parameters. The results were
compared with local winds estimated from a University of South Florida (USF) Coastal
Ocean Monitoring and Prediction System (COMPS) observing station, in an attempt to
examine factors that influence oceanic frontal formation and stability. This is part of
another study involving king mackerel (Scomberomorus cavalla) catch rates and
proximity to oceanic fronts.
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2. Methods
2.1 Study Area
This study focuses on the inner shelf off west-central Florida between 28°30’ N,
81°30’ W to 26° N, 84°30’ W (Fig. 1-1). This area extends from Pasco County south to
Collier County and approximately 180 km into the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) from the
coast. Tampa Bay and Charlotte Harbor are two large estuaries located within the study
area whose outflow may influence the location of some fronts. Satellite data recorded
within the estuaries were not incorporated into the analysis due to the different
environmental conditions of estuaries and infrequency of complete satellite coverage.
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Figure 1-1. Study area located between 28°30’ N, 81°30’ W to 26° N, 84°30’ W (inset).
This area extends from Pasco County south to Collier County on Florida’s west-central
coast and approximately 180 km into the Gulf of Mexico. The study area does not include
processes within Tampa Bay or Charlotte Harbor. The red flag represents where wind
and current buoy data were recorded.
2.2 Oceanographic Data
Meteorological data and satellite imagery were collected for the week leading up
to recreational king mackerel (kingfish) tournaments held around the Tampa Bay area
during the spring and fall 2004 to 2005. Kingfish are a coastal pelagic species related to
the tuna, and the tournaments are timed for their biannual migration through this area.
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Tournament dates for this study included:
2004 (10 tournament days): April 3 and 4; May 1, 2, and 8; October 23 and 30;
November 6, 7, and 13.
2005 (12 tournament days): March 26; April 3, 9, 16, 17, 23, and 30; October 15
and 29; November 5, 6, and 12.
Coincident with the fisheries data collection, wind and 4 m depth current velocity
data were collected from the (COMPS), specifically at Station C10 located at 27°10’ N,
82°56’ W. A 36 hour low-pass filter was applied to the one hour resolution data to
remove high anomalous speeds and directions. The wind data collected at the buoy were
supplemented with NASA’s Quick Scatterometer (QuikSCAT) satellite derived wind
data. For the inner WFS, persistent winds and currents were defined as 24 hours in which
the direction did not oscillate greater than approximately +/- 22.5° and wind and current
speed did not change more than 5 m s-1 and 5 cm s-1, respectively (Virmani, 2006). These
calculations were based on the raw wind and current data, not the low-pass filtered data.
Full resolution (1.1 km2 per pixel at nadir) real-time and retrospective infrared
(IR) and ocean color data derived from NASA’s Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectoradiometer (MODIS) sensors on the Terra and Aqua satellites, ocean color data
derived from ORBIMAGE’s Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-View Sensor (SeaWiFS) carried
on the SeaStar spacecraft, and IR data derived from the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) sensors on NOAA polar orbiting environmental satellites
NOAA-12, NOAA-15, and NOAA-17 were used to quantify the daily changes in sea
surface temperature (SST), chlorophyll a concentrations, normalized water-leaving
radiance at 443 nm (nLw_443), and fluorescence line height (FLH) within the study area.
In total, 468 MODIS and AVHRR thermal images and 90 MODIS and SeaWiFS ocean
color images were used to analyze the surface ocean features for the three days leading
up to and including the tournament days. Anomalous SSTs were calculated from the
difference between a weekly 10 year mean (1995-2005), excluding 1998 (an El Niño
year), and the corresponding weekly SST mean. The satellite data were provided for free
by the USF Institute for Marine Remote Sensing (IMaRS). While temporally longer
climatology maps currently exist, they do not posses the spatial resolution comparable to
that of this research or the ability to be easily georeferenced for further spatial analysis.
In coastal areas and areas downstream from upwelling regions, colored dissolved
organic matter (CDOM), detritus, and bottom reflectance can lead to errors in satellitederived estimates of chlorophyll a by over 130% (Carder, et al., 1991). Semi-analytical
algorithms have been developed for the data derived from the MODIS sensor in an
attempt to remove some of these interferences (Morel and Prieur, 1977; Garver and
Siegel, 1997; Carder, et al., 1999; Garcia, et al., 2006). In addition, empirical algorithms
applied to SeaWiFS data were improved, namely the Ocean Color 4 band algorithm
(OC4), to better derive the chlorophyll a concentration in coastal waters (O'Reilly, et al.,
2000; Gohin, et al., 2002). These methods implement a band ratio of 412, 443, 490, or
510 to 555 nm to calculate chlorophyll a estimates. However, satellite-derived coastal
chlorophyll a estimates remain contaminated by a combination of optically active
constituents (O'Reilly, et al., 1998; Hu, et al., 2000, 2000; Liew, et al., 2001; Hu, et al.,
2003; Carder, et al., 2004) and will be referred to as “chl+”. This parameter is an index
of biomass or how much food is in the water. It is not a measure of productivity.
5

Normalized water leaving radiance (nLw) is derived after correcting for
atmospheric radiance, atmospheric light scattering, and the solar zenith angle. The
remaining estimate indicates the measured radiance exiting the flat surface of the ocean
without the influence of the atmosphere or solar angle, therefore observations from
different days can be compared with each other (Gordon and Wang, 1994; Gordon, 1997;
Hu, et al., 2000). The nLw_443 observations show the overall effects of phytoplankton,
CDOM, and suspended sediments on light absorption and scattering at 443 nm within the
water column. This single wavelength product may show different spatial patterns than
the chl+ product, as ocean color gradients may be less apparent if the corresponding biooptical constituents influence both wavelengths used in the chl+ ratio algorithm (Hu, et
al., 2003). Similar to the methods of Hu, et al. (2003), nLw_443 will be used as a
relative index of water clarity as it was found to be the best indicator of the ocean color
gradients for the inner WFS.
MODIS imagery was processed using the NASA SeaDAS (version 4.8) software
to obtain the FLH data. This is a new product that uses solar stimulated phytoplankton
fluorescence to remotely sense phytoplankton concentrations in the surface ocean. FLH
represents the height of nLw at 678 nm in reference to a baseline. In the study area, FLH
data have been used successfully to identify areas of high concentrations (Chl > 1.0 mg
m-3) of Karenia brevis, the toxic dinoflagellate associated with harmful algal blooms in
the GOM (Cannizzaro, et al., 2004; Hu, et al., 2005; Hu, et al., 2006).
Daily SST composites were derived by combining cloud-filtered images from
MODIS and AVHRR passes prior to 1700 EST into a daily mean of pixels with valid and
cloudless data. The later passes were discarded in an attempt to represent ocean features
during the kingfish tournaments, which typically end at 1700 EST. Daily MODIS or
SeaWiFS passes with the least cloud cover and image banding (Seemann, et al., 2003)
were incorporated into the daily ocean color composites. These composites were derived
from combining the cloud-filtered images into a daily mean of pixels with valid and
cloudless data.
Daily SST and ocean color composites were qualitatively evaluated based on the
extent of the spatial coverage and the limitation of clouds. Since 97% of the fishing
locations occurred within 100 km from Tampa Bay, this is the region of most interest for
clear satellite coverage and thus complete frontal contours. A clear view of this region is
desired to detect fronts and especially the gradients, which are not calculated properly in
the presence of fronts. Daily composites with no cloud cover in this particular area of
concern were defined as “Good”. Composites defined as “Fair” contained less than 25%
cloud cover and less than 25% of gradients within the area of concern were affected by
artifacts, typically due to banding, cloud vapor or compositing, not present in the
previous days. Composites defined as “Poor” contained less than 50% cloud cover and
less than 50% of the gradients within the area of concern were affected by artifacts.
Composites defined as “Bad” contained greater than 50% cloud cover, which covered
greater than 75% of the area of concern. Composite images with hybrid definitions
contained a combination of the criteria, e.g. “Fair-Poor” images contained less than 50%
cloud cover and less than 25% of the gradient within the area of concern affected by
artifacts.
Prior to applying an algorithm to detect fronts on the imagery, the composite SST
data were preprocessed by rescaling the 256-color image linearly to the minimum and
6

maximum SST values in the scene to enhance the thermal gradients. The chl+, nlw_443,
and FLH composite data were log-transformed to enhance the ocean color gradients
because these parameters tend to have log-normal distributions more frequently or
pronounced than SST. Three by three pixel median value filters were applied
consecutively one to five times to determine the extent of gradient smoothing and noise
reduction. Analysis of the results when using one to three median value filters showed
little loss of detected oceanographic features, yet small, fragmented fronts were deleted
(data not shown). Applying the median value filter one to three times also appeared to
enhance frontal detection and led to longer fronts by linking neighboring features. As a
result three separate median value filters were applied to the images to decrease noise and
minimize the detection of false fronts.
2.3 Frontal Detection Algorithms
2.3.1 Cayula and Cornillon (1992) Algorithm
Cayula and Cornillon (1992) developed a single-image edge detection (SIED)
algorithm to statistically determine the presence of an oceanic front. A front is
represented as the separation line between a bi-modal histogram distribution within a
specific area of an image. The distance between the two modes in geophysical units (°C,
mg Chl m-3, etc.) determines the strength of the front as defined by the surrounding
gradient; the farther away the modes, the greater the difference in the mean values of the
populations and thus the larger the frontal gradient.
This algorithm is composed of six steps using three “region of interest” levels:
picture, window, and local. Steps one through three are cloud detection algorithms to
reduce the effect of gradients corrupted by clouds that could lead to the detection of false
fronts. Step four calculates the histogram within a roving window of 64 x 64, 32 x 32 or
16 x 16 pixels. In a roving window, each window overlaps at the midpoint of the
previous pixel box as the window roams across the entire image. The histograms
computed within each window identify significant changes in SST populations in the
window level processing. This step has two requirements for an edge to be identified; the
ratio between the variance of the two populations to the variances within the populations
in the histogram must be greater than 0.76 and the difference between the mean
temperature of the two populations in the histogram must be more than three digital
counts. The USF IMaRS AVHRR and MODIS processing defines a digital count as
0.1992°C. Comparatively, the digital count for the Cayula and Cornillon (1992) SST
images was defined as 0.125°C.
Step five applies a cohesion algorithm at the window level to determine spatial
distinction between the two populations identified in the histogram calculated in step
four. “High cohesion” predicts that for a pixel close to an edge, surrounding pixels are
likely to belong to the same population. For each detected edge, this algorithm creates a
spatial segmentation between the two populations to verify the existence of a true front.
The objective is to discard false fronts by accounting for noisy distributions. Spatial
distinctness is defined as the ratio of the number of comparisons between center and
neighbor pixels both within the first population to the total number of comparisons
between center pixels in the first populations and neighboring pixels of either population,
C1. This is repeated for the second population, C2, and for the two populations combined,
C. Cayula and Cornillon (1992) suggest a minimum value of 0.90 for C1 and C2 and 0.92
7

for C. For Cn less than the given thresholds, the segmentation is invalid and not classified
as a front. If both requirements are met, an edge is marked at the pixels defining the
center line located between the two populations in the histogram.
Step six applies a contour-following function at the local level to link spatially
close fronts. This step connects adjacent edges, eliminates weak, typically false, edges,
and removes isolated front pixels from the final image. Contours extend and connect
isolated pixels if the gradient in the neighborhood of (adjacent to) an edge pixel is
coherent. This is completed by calculating the ratio of gradients, the sum of gradient
vectors to the sum of the absolute gradient vectors within a 3 x 3 pixel window, centered
at the edge pixel. Detected fronts less than 10 pixel edges long are removed. Complete
details of this algorithm are described in Cayula and Cornillon (1992).
2.3.2 Modifications to the Cayula and Cornillon (1992) Algorithm
Due to relatively weak ocean surface gradients found on the inner WFS compared
with the shelf break fronts that Cayula and Cornillon (1992) investigated, the following
modifications to their algorithm helped to optimize frontal detection for this region. The
Cayula and Cornillon (1992) algorithm, which uses a default 32 x 32 pixel roving
window, was re-applied with a 16 x 16 pixel roving window to produce a final image of
fronts. Weaker, smaller fronts undetected by the 32 x 32 pixel window should be
identified with the 16 x 16 pixel window since the histogram is calculated for a smaller
area. However, it was found that the Cayula and Cornillon (1992) algorithm sensitivity
decreased with the application of smaller window sizes, as also seen by Ullman (2005).
Despite combining the results of both pixel box sizes, it was apparent that the
algorithm did not detect all fronts perceptible by visual evaluation of SST images. In step
4 above, the ratio of variance between the populations of the histogram to the variance
within the populations was therefore changed from the default 0.76 to 0.72 to increase the
frontal detection sensitivity. However, this adjustment may only compensate for the
increased digital count value due to different image processing methods. Adjustments
within step five did not produce a difference in the front detection results so the original
values were maintained.
Two changes were applied to the contour-following thresholds in step six. First,
the minimum length for a valid front was increased from 10 to 20 pixels so that isolated
edges less than 20 pixels were removed. This consequently increased the spatial range in
which front segments are considered part of the same feature. Second, the threshold of
the ratio of gradients was changed from 0.90 to 0.95 to increase the coherence between
the fronts. This resulted in longer, smoother fronts with fewer occurrences of dendritic
fronts. Since long, jagged edges are often the result from noise and not true thermal
fronts (Cayula and Cornillon, 1992), the results of the changes in the contour-following
function appear to produce more realistically-shaped fronts. The Cayula and Cornillon
(1992) algorithm with the threshold adjustments described above were applied to the
SST, nLw_443, and FLH daily composite data.
2.3.3 Canny (1986) Algorithm
Another frontal detection method was tested to characterize the chl+ fronts. The
“Canny method” developed by Canny (1986) was applied because it was able to better
detect nearshore gradients for this parameter. The Canny method for edge detection
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consists of four steps. First, to smooth the image, noise suppression using linear filtering
with a Gaussian mask is applied to the image. The size of the mask depends on the
parameter sigma (σ), the standard deviation of the Gaussian filter. Increasing the value of
sigma and thus the width of the Gaussian mask reduces the detector’s sensitivity to noise.
However, this results in a loss of some of the finer detail in the image. The probability of
error in the detected edges also increases as the Gaussian width is increased. In this
study, a sigma value of 1.0, corresponding to a 7 x 7 pixel mask, was applied.
Second, the edge gradient (strength and direction) for each pixel is computed
using a 3 x 3 pixel window in the smoothed image. Third, the edges which contain two
or more adjacent pixels in the gradient image are thinned to a one pixel edge through
non-maximal suppression. In this thinning process, the magnitude of the edge gradient of
each candidate edge pixel is set to zero if it is weaker than the two adjacent pixels in the
gradient direction. Fourth, hysteresis (double) thresholding is applied to the thinned edge
gradient image to determine the significance of the edge gradient. Chains of candidate
edge pixels below the lower gradient hysteresis threshold are labeled as non-edges. Only
those pixels above the lower threshold and connected through a chain to any pixel above
the upper gradient hysteresis threshold are labeled as edge pixels. In this study,
thresholds of 0.05 and 0.08 were applied. Both threshold values are set to small values in
order to increase the detector’s sensitivity to identify inshore chl+ fronts without
increasing the detection of noise. These thresholds also produce the most visually
accurate edge detection results for the chl+ fronts.
Both edge detection algorithms described above were also applied to an ~ 90 m2
resolution digital bathymetry grid of the inner WFS obtained from NOAA (Divins and
Metzger) to identify areas of significant depth gradients. These areas were investigated
to determine their role in the establishment and stability of the detected thermal and
ocean color fronts. These data were also used to identify regions where bottom
reflectance was accentuating the ocean color gradients.
The Cayula and Cornillon (1992) algorithm is a FORTRAN program that was
embedded in the Interactive Data Language (IDL; Research Systems, Inc.) software for
processing. The Canny algorithm was implemented using MatlabTM software
(Mathworks, Inc.). The final frontal images were georeferenced and remapped in the
standard North American Datum 1983 projection for spatial analysis. This was carried
out using ArcGIS developed by Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRITM).
2.4 Sustained Fronts
Frontal features of SST, chl+, nLw_443, and FLH were sequentially analyzed to
identify frontal duration for up to four days. Scales of oceanographic variability on the
WFS are typically driven by inertial oscillation (He and Weisberg, 2002). Therefore, the
radius of inertial motions was used to determine the width scale of the fronts. This is
defined as:
v
(1)
r= ,
f
where v is the current velocity, m s-1, and f is the Coriolis parameter, 6.67E-5 s-1.
Weisberg and He (2003) showed average current velocities to be 20 cm s-1 for this region.
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Therefore, the area in which a front would rotate due to the Coriolis force over one
inertial period, 25.9 hours at 27° N latitude, would have a radius of ~ 3 km.
The internal Rossby radius of deformation is another scale of physical processes
(Rossby, 1937) that potentially influence frontal features in the WFS:
N *D
(2)
LD =
,
f
where N is the Brunt-Väisälä buoyancy frequency (s-2) and D is the water depth (m). The
Rossby radius of deformation is mainly used to estimate scales in open ocean conditions
where two-layer geostrophic flow influences the circulation and pressure patterns (Tang
and Weisberg, 1993; Chelton, et al., 1998; Wang and Weisberg, 1998). Although the
physical processes driving the boundary depths in coastal shallow waters are more
complex due to the influence of friction from surface and bottom Ekman layer interaction
(Mitchum and Clarke, 1986, 1986; Weisberg, et al., 2001), geostrophic flow remains the
dominant process influencing circulation when considering periods longer than 24 hours.
The specific region of interest on the inner WFS lies mainly within the 30 m isobath.
Rossby radius calculations corresponding to this depth were between 2 to 5 km (Liu,
2005). These values are consistent with the ~ 3 km radius of inertial motions.
Sustained fronts were determined by identifying the frontal pixels present on the
tournament day and up to three days prior to within 3.3 km (3 pixels) as defined by the
radius of inertial motions (He and Weisberg, 2002) and the Rossby radius of deformation
(Liu, 2005) for this region. The number of frontal pixels identified in the sustained
frontal image was divided by the number of frontal pixels in the corresponding
tournament day frontal image. This represents the percentage of frontal pixels that were
spatially sustained for up to four days on that tournament day.
2.5 Gradient Vector
The gradient vector for each frontal image was calculated by applying a gradient
magnitude algorithm:
Gradient magnitude = (∂T / ∂x ) + (∂T / ∂y ) ,
(3)
where ∂T equals the change in the parameter value in the vertical (y) and horizontal (x)
direction; ∂x and ∂y equal 3 pixels or about 3 km (Van Woert, 1982; Emery, et al., 1986).
It is suspected that stronger chl+ fronts, or those with a higher gradient magnitude, have
increased surrounding concentrations of chlorophyll a and thus abundance of biomass
compared to weaker fronts. This response may be reflected in thermal and water clarity
fronts as well. Equation (3) was applied to the SST, chl+, nLw_443, and FLH daily
composites prior to filtering and gradient enhancements. The gradient magnitude
surrounding the daily and sustained front pixels were calculated for each tournament day.
Equation (3) was also used to identify the presence of false fronts detected by the front
detection algorithms. A false frontal pixel is identified in the frontal image if it does not
spatially coincide with a gradient pixel within the gradient image. The percentages of
false frontal pixels in each image were calculated for the four parameters to help
determine the accuracy of the front detection algorithms.
2
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3. Results
3.1 Satellite Data
Image quality was often a limiting factor as four consecutive cloudless days were
infrequent during the spring and fall seasons studied. Banding artifacts also limit the
applicability of ocean color imagery, specifically passes from the MODIS Terra sensor.
Also, a higher number of IR satellite passes available were available, up to eight per day,
compared to ocean color passes per day, up to two per day, due to its ability to obtain
data at night.
Appendix A lists the images available and the qualitative assessment of images.
The images with “Poor” or inferior quality were not incorporated into this study unless no
better data were available. The AVHRR and MODIS SST combined data provided
useable imagery for 75% of the study days. This is in comparison to both MODIS and
SeaWiFS ocean color images, which yielded only 25% and 20% of coverage for chl+ and
nlw_443, respectively. FLH imagery were analyzed for only the fall of 2005 due to the
lack of adequate imagery for the preceding seasons. Ocean color data were unavailable
for the tournament held on May 2, 2004. Data were not analyzed for the tournaments
held on March 26 and October 15, 2005 due to a small sample size of surveys collected at
the kingfish tournaments. .
3.2 Oceanographic Data
3.2.1 Winds and Currents
Atmospheric fronts and wind changes were observed in the wind data throughout
the study period (Figs. 1-2 to 1-7). Spring 2004 and fall 2005 each recorded six wind
rotations, defined as ~ 360° rotation from pre-atmospheric front to post-atmospheric front
occurring on time scales of four to 10 days (Fernandez-Partagas and Mooers, 1975); fall
2004 and spring 2005 each recorded five. This coincides with the mean of five to six
frontal systems estimated to occur over the study area in the spring and fall (DiMego, et
al., 1976). Wind direction, described as the direction toward which the wind is blowing,
was predominantly to the south (either southward, southeastward or southwestward).
The wind direction during April 2004 (Fig. 1-2a) shows a mainly southeastward direction
while May 2004 (Fig. 1-3a), October 2004 (Fig. 1-4a), October 2005 (Fig. 1-7a), and
November 2005 (Fig. 1-7b) tended to be south-southwestward. In the three days prior to
and including the tournaments days only November 6, 2004 recorded persistent winds
(Fig. 1-5a), however, the wind strength was strong (> 8 m s-1) during this time. Persistent
winds were not recorded throughout any consecutive four-day period associated with all
of the tournaments. Gaps in wind data collected at the buoy occurred from November 16
to 30, 2004, April 1 to 4, 2005, and November 24 to 30, 2005.
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a.

b.

Figure 1-2. April 2004 (a) wind and (b) current velocity data. Data recorded from the
USF COMPS C10 buoy, 27°10’ N, 82°56’ W, see figure 1-1 for location. Tournament
dates are highlighted by the red arrows.

b.

a.

Figure 1-3. May 2004 (a) wind and (b) current velocity data. Data recorded from the
USF COMPS C10 buoy, 27°10’ N, 82°56 W’, see figure 1-1 for location. Tournament
dates are highlighted by the red arrows.
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a.

b.

Figure 1-4. October 2004 (a) wind and (b) current velocity data. Data recorded from the
USF COMPS C10 buoy, 27°10’ N, 82°56’ W, see figure 1-1 for location. Tournament
dates are highlighted by the red arrows.
b.

a.

Figure 1-5. November 2004 (a) wind and (b) current velocity data. Data recorded from
the USF COMPS C10 buoy, 27°10’ N, 82°56’ W, see figure 1-1 for location.
Tournament dates are highlighted by the red arrows.
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a.

b.

Figure 1-6. April 2005 (a) wind and (b) current velocity data. Data recorded from the
USF COMPS C10 buoy, 27°10’ N, 82°56’ W, see figure 1-1 for location. Tournament
dates are highlighted by the red arrows.
b.

a.

Figure 1-7. Wind velocity data for (a) October 2005 (Note the change in scale) and (b)
November 2005. Data recorded from the USF COMPS C10 buoy, 27°10’ N, 82°56’ W,
see figure 1-1 for location. No current velocity data is available for these months.
Tournament dates are highlighted by the red arrows.
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Highly variable wind directions, or those that exceeded 90° changes in 24 hours,
were recorded on 79% of the tournament days and the three days prior. These four-day
periods in 2004 include April 1 to 4 when winds changed from northeastward at 3 m s-1
to southeastward at nearly 5 m s-1; April 28 to May 1 when winds changed from
southward to northwestward decreasing from 4 to 2 m s-1; October 20 to 23 when winds
changed from southward to eastward at 4 m s-1 and then south-southwestward at 7 m s-1;
November 3 to 6 and 4 to 7 when winds shifted from southwestward at 3 m s-1 to
southeastward decreasing from 8 to 2 m s-1 then returning to south-southwestward near
8 m s-1; and November 10 to 13 when winds circled clockwise from southward near
6 m s-1 to northward reaching 8 m s-1 and then returning to the south at 6 m s-1. Note the
change in wind velocity from November 3 to 7, 2004. Despite persistent winds recorded
on November 6, this was preceded by changes in wind speed up to 5 m s-1 and wind
direction over 45°. Periods during April 1 to 4, 2004 recorded alongshore upwelling
favorable winds, southeastward over 5 m s-1. April 3 and 4 recorded approximately 15
and 10 consecutive hours of upwelling favorable winds, respectively. Upwelling is
confirmed on these dates by 4 to 22 m current velocity data collected from the C10 buoy
(OCG, 2006). Periods during May 1, October 26 and 27, 2004 recorded offshore
upwelling favorable winds for approximately 9, 11, and 19 hours, respectively. Weak
upwelling is confirmed on these dates (OCG, 2006).
In 2005, four-day periods of highly variable wind directions coinciding with the
tournament dates included March 31 to April 3. During this time winds changed from
south-southwestward at 10 m s-1 to northwestward at 5 m s-1. These observations were
obtained from QuikSCAT data as buoy-based wind data were not available. April 6 to 9
showed a counterclockwise change in wind direction from northward at 6 m s-1 to
eastward at 5 m s-1 then returning southward; on April 13 to 16 and 14 to17 winds
changed from southwestward at 8 m s-1 to northeastward decreasing from 8 to 2 m s-1 and
then ending southwestward at 8 m s-1; on April 27 to 30 winds changed from southsoutheastward winds at 8 m s-1 to west- , southwest- and then northwestward at 5 m s-1;
on November 2 to 5 and 3 to 6 winds shifted from southward to southwestward with
speeds ranging from 2 to 7 m s-1; and on November 9 to 12 winds changed from
southward at 4 m s-1 to eastward increasing to 8 m s-1.
The remaining 21% of the four-day tournament periods had less variable, but still
not persistent, wind velocities. This includes May 5 to 8, 2004 when winds remained
mainly south-southwestward at 8 m s-1 then shifted southwestward decreasing to 3 m s-1;
October 27 to 30, 2004 when winds remained southwestward decreasing from 5 to
2 m s-1; April 20 to 23, 2005 winds changed from south-southwestward to southsoutheastward remaining at 4 m s-1; and October 26 to 29, 2005 when winds remained
mainly southwestward but strong at 8 m s-1.
A total of nine hurricanes affected Florida and the eastern GOM in 2004 and
2005. However, Hurricane Wilma, impacted the area near the time of a tournament.
Highly variable wind direction and strong wind speeds over 15 m s-1 observed on October
23, 2005 shows the passage of Hurricane Wilma (Fig. 1-2k). Hurricane Wilma moved
eastward from the eastern GOM across Florida near 26° N latitude, over 200 km south of
Tampa Bay, the southern part of the study region. Vertical mixing as a result of the
strong winds during Wilma and an adjacent atmospheric cold front expressed in the wind
data by continuous and strong southward winds, overlapping the tournament held on
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October 29. This resulted in anomalously low SSTs (~ 2°C) from the week of October
22, 2005 to the week of November 5, 2005.
Current speed and direction mostly followed patterns similar to that of the wind
speed and direction. However, mid May 2004 (Fig. 1-3b), early October 2004 (Fig.
1-4b), and early April 2005 (Fig. 1-6b), show opposing current and wind directions. In
these events, the current direction is mainly northward, while the wind is directed
southward. No current data are available for May 14 to May 31, 2004, October and
November 2005.
3.3 Fronts
3.3.1 Frontal Detection Algorithms
A comparison of the original and adjusted thresholds applied to the Cayula and
Cornillon (1992) edge detection algorithm for an SST daily composite image is shown in
figure 1-8. The results obtained using the original Cayula and Cornillon (1992) algorithm
with the 32 x 32 pixel box are depicted in figure 1-8, left panel. The adjusted algorithm
thresholds (step 4: histogram sensitivity 0.76 to 0.72; step 6: ratio of gradients 0.90 to
0.95, minimum front length 10 to 20 pixels) with the 32 x 32 pixel box detect more fronts
for this study area (Fig. 1-8, middle panel). The addition of the 16 x 16 pixel box results
appear to identify weaker fronts (Fig. 1-8, right panel).
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Figure 1-8. Comparison of SST edge detection images for April 9, 2005. (left) The
original Cayula and Cornillon (1992) algorithm and 32 x 32 pixel box results, (middle)
the Cayula and Cornillon (1992) algorithm with adjusted thresholds (step 4: histogram
sensitivity 0.76 to 0.72; step 6: ratio of gradients 0.90 to 0.95, minimum front length 10
to 20 pixels) and 32 x 32 pixel box results, and (right) the 16 x 16 pixel box results
combined with (middle). White lines delineate detected fronts.
Figure 1-9a shows the results of applying the Canny method to the chl+ data.
The Canny method is able to detect more nearshore fronts, specifically at the mouth of
Tampa Bay, compared to the Cayula and Cornillon (1992) algorithm. While the Cayula
and Cornillon (1992) algorithm is able to identify offshore chl+ fronts, it also seems to
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trace fronts where gradients are not visually apparent, therefore possibly falsely
identifying fronts (Fig. 1-9b).
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Figure 1-9. April 9, 2005 chl+ composite with (a) Canny (1986) algorithm and (b) Cayula
and Cornillon (1992). White lines delineate the detected fronts.
The mean gradient magnitude obtained using the 32 x 32 pixel box compared to
the 16 x 16 pixel box in the adjusted Cayula and Cornillong (1992) algorithm for the SST
and nLw_443 images was 0.03°C and 0.04 mW cm-2 µm-1 sr-1 higher per km,
respectively. Therefore, the addition of the 16 x 16 pixel box results does identify
weaker fronts. The difference in mean gradient magnitude between the pixel box sizes in
the FLH imagery was negligible (2.3E-4 mW cm-2 µm-1 sr-1 per km).
Using a Student’s t-test analysis, the use of both 32 x 32 pixel and 16 x 16 pixel
boxes within the Cayula and Cornillon (1992) algorithm was not found to significantly
increase the percentage of falsely identified thermal fronts compared to using only the 32
x 32 pixel box result (p > 0.05). The thermal fronts detected using the adjusted Cayula
and Cornillon (1992) algorithm thresholds showed a mean 0.60 ± 0.40%, N = 19 of the
pixels identified as false fronts. Mean percentages of falsely identified front pixels were
1.28 ± 1.38%, N = 18 for nLw_443 and 0.05 ± 0.06%, N = 4 for FLH. The percentage of
falsely identified fronts using the Canny (1986) for chl+ data was 1.41 ± 1.45%, N=18.
Differences in sample size per parameter result from limited data available on tournament
days. This indicates that the frontal detection methods do not identify a significant
amount of false frontal pixels.
3.3.2 Bathymetric Gradients
Although the continental shelf is typically characterized as gently sloping, areas
of transition to a steeper gradient, represented by the red lines, were identified with the
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adjusted Cayula and Cornillon (1992) algorithm (Fig. 1-10a). Well-defined bathymetric
gradients, which follow some of the bathymetric contours, were also identified with the
Canny method (Fig. 1-10b).
Relatively stronger bathymetric gradients were detected by both algorithms along
the 20 m and 40 m isobath between Tampa Bay and Charlotte Harbor, Florida, and north
of 28° N near the 9 m isobath. The Canny method specifically identified a strong
bathymetric gradient coinciding with the 30 m isobath.
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Figure 1-10. Bathymetric gradients (red lines) detected using (a) the adjusted Cayula and
Cornillon (1992) algorithm and a 32 x 32 pixel box histogram and (b) the Canny method
(Canny, 1986). The 20 m, 30 m, and 40 m isobaths are outlined in black.

3.3.3 Detected Harmful Algal Blooms
Harmful algal blooms (HAB) caused by the toxic dinoflagellate Karenia brevis
were present off central Florida from January through at least November 2005. The
frontal detection algorithms applied to the nLw_443, chl+, and FLH fall 2005 data
outline the boundaries of water masses that contain relatively high counts of HAB
organisms (Fig. 1-11). These results coincide with the K. brevis counts reported by
researchers at the Florida Fish and Wildlife Research Institute (FWRI) (FWRI, 2005)
(Fig. 1-12).
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Figure 1-11. Front detection results for (left) nLw_443, (middle) chl+, and (right) FLH
on November 12, 2005. The ocean data is log scaled and expressed in mW cm-2 µm-1 sr-1
for both nLw_443 and FLH and mg m-3 for chl. White lines delineate fronts. The 20 m,
30 m, and 40 m isobaths are outlined in black. Black arrows indicate coinciding areas of
detected extreme HABs.

Tampa
Bay

Figure 1-12. Karenia brevis in situ counts from November 7 - 9, 2005 reported by FWRI.
Red arrows indicate coinciding areas of observed extreme HABs.
3.3.4 Daily Fronts
Daily thermal fronts detected in spring 2004 and 2005 show a cold-water tongue,
dark blue in color, (Fig. 1-13a) consistent with the predominant southward direction of
the currents and winds recorded during this time. Thermal fronts detected in fall 2004
and 2005 show an alongshore pattern reflecting the bathymetric contours of the inner
WFS (Fig. 1-13b). Colder water (green color) fringing the cloud (black areas towards the
mid-left) represents water vapor related to clouds that was not identified during the prefront detection processing. However, the cloud detection and cohesion algorithms within
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the Cayula and Cornillon (1992) frontal detection notably did not mark the boundaries of
these areas as “fronts”.
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Figure 1-13. Thermal fronts detected on (a) April 3, 2004 as an example of spring and (b)
October 29, 2005 as an example of fall. White lines delineate fronts. The 20 m, 30 m,
and 40 m isobaths are outlined in black. Areas of black represent the land mask or
clouds.
The Cayula and Cornillon (1992) algorithm with adjusted thresholds was also
applied to the nLw_443 and FLH data. In general, nLw_443 fronts coincide with the
10 m, 20 m, and 40 m isobath offshore of Tamp Bay, however, additional fronts
identified throughout the imagery do not appear to be related to the bathymetry (Fig
1-14). Since only fall 2005 FLH imagery was available for analysis, a seasonal
comparison is not possible. However, FLH data clearly identified chlorophyll patches
and were not influenced by darker, more turbid waters related to river discharge along the
coast (see Fig. 1-11, right panel).
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Figure 1-14. NLw_443 fronts detected on (a) April 3, 2004 as an example of spring and
(b) November 6, 2004 as an example of fall. White lines delineate fronts. The 20 m,
30 m, and 40 m isobaths are outlined in black. Areas of black represent the landmask or
clouds.
The daily spring 2004 fronts detected in chl+ images were primarily shoreward of
the 40 m isobath (Fig. 1-15a). In fall 2004, increased nearshore chl+ gradients were
apparent near the mouth of the estuaries and nearby rivers (outlined in blue) suggesting
these fronts were mainly linked to riverine outflow (Fig. 1-15b). Some frontal features
identified in the spring 2005 chl+ frontal data coincided with the 20 m and 30 m contours
between Tampa Bay and Charlotte Harbor (see Fig. 1-9a). Fall 2005 chl+ fronts traced
the boundaries of high chl+ concentrations (> 5 mg m-3) up to 70 km off the coast of the
study area (see Fig. 1-11, middle panel).
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Figure 1-15. Chl+ fronts (red lines) on (a) April 3, 2004 as an example of spring and (b)
November 6, 2004 as an example of fall. The 20 m, 30 m, and 40 m isobaths are outlined
in black. Areas of black represent the land mask or clouds.
Fronts experienced displacement up to 15 km over a 24 hour period when wind
and current speeds were strong (> 8 m s -1 and >10 cm s -1, respectively) and wind
direction was not persistent. This was observed between April 2 to 4, 2004, April 2 to 3,
and 29 to 30, 2005. Figure 1-16 shows the displacement of fronts from April 2 to 3,
2005. Note the change in position of the left arrow on April 3, 2005 (Fig. 1-16b). This
corresponds to ~ 10 km southward movement of this frontal feature. Comparatively, 3 to
5 km frontal displacement was observed on October 29 to 30, 2004, which corresponded
to weaker (< 5 m s -1) and more persistent wind velocities, and on October 28 to 29, 2005
when mainly southwestward winds between 5 and 8 m s-1 were recorded (Fig. 1-17). In
situ current velocity data were unavailable during these periods. The parallel positions of
corresponding frontal features in both images indicate little change or movement
(≤ 3 km) in the features. The remaining days within this study period exhibited between
3 and 10 km daily frontal displacement. Similar frontal displacement was observed for
the ocean color data (not shown).
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Figure 1-16. Sea surface temperature fronts detected on (a) April 2, 2005 and (b) April 3,
2005. The black arrows on the images correspond to regions of frontal displacement or
dissipation/establishment. Areas of black represent the land mask or clouds.
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Figure 1-17. Sea surface temperature fronts detected on (a) October 28, 2005 and (b)
October 29, 2005. The black arrows indicate regions where fronts showed little change
or movement over 48 hours. Areas of black represent the land mask or clouds.
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3.3.5. Sustained Fronts
Sustained SST, nLw_443, chl+, and FLH fronts were identified on the tournament
days; however, they represented only a small fraction of the daily fronts. Of all frontal
pixels identified in each tournament day, ~18 ± 14% SST, ~25 ± 18% chl+, ~25 ± 13%
nLw_443, and ~17 ± 11% FLH pixels were spatially sustained for up to three days prior
(Table 1-1).
Table 1-1. Percent of sustained frontal pixels relative to total number of daily frontal
pixels observed on the tournament day. NA denotes data is not available for that
tournament day.
2004
3-Apr
4-Apr
1-May
8-May
23-Oct
30-Oct
6-Nov
7-Nov
13-Nov

SST
11.5%
15.1%
45.4%
17.4%
9.6%
11.4%
7.6%
10.7%
11.0%

chl+
25.5%
28.4%
23.6%
36.1%
10.6%
25.2%
34.8%
51.4%
NA

nLw
21.1%
7.7%
29.8%
18.5%
5.8%
30.8%
15.6%
27.6%
NA

FLH
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

2005
3-Apr
9-Apr
16-Apr
17-Apr
23-Apr
30-Apr
29-Oct
5-Nov
6-Nov
12-Nov

SST
10.8%
12.9%
21.6%
8.9%
31.8%
10.4%
32.9%
58.8%
15.0%
30.4%

chl+
44.9%
14.0%
5.1%
10.7%
27.9%
55.9%
6.2%
5.5%
0.2%
46.0%

nLw
33.8%
13.0%
21.0%
6.0%
27.5%
35.6%
21.9%
51.2%
49.8%
25.9%

FLH
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
9.8%
25.5%
4.9%
26.8%

Figure 18 shows the combined sustained frontal pixels in the spring (black lines)
and fall (blue lines) identified for the 19 tournament days during 2004 and 2005 for SST,
nLw_443, and chl+. Sustained fall 2005 FLH pixels are shown in black. Sustained
frontal gradients represent the mean magnitude for that pixel for that season. The
sustained frontal pixels identified were seasonally located over areas where the steepness
of the shelf bathymetry changed near the 20 m and 30 m isobaths, specifically off the
mouth of Tampa Bay and to the north. Sustained SST frontal gradients appear to be
stronger nearshore, ~9 m depth north of 28° N, and off the mouth of Tampa Bay (Fig.
1-18a) specifically during the fall. Sustained nLw_443 frontal gradients were
consistently strong both near and offshore (Fig. 1-18b). Sustained chl+ fronts of
relatively stronger gradient were observed nearshore, north of 28° N and outside the
mouth of Tampa Bay and Charlotte Harbor (Fig 1-18c). Offshore fall chl+ fronts reflect
the increased chl+ gradients observed in the fall of 2005. Sustained FLH fronts were
within 10 km of the 30 m or 40 m isobath where HABs were present (Fig. 1-18d). The
gradient magnitude of the sustained frontal pixels were compared to the gradient
magnitude of the daily frontal pixels using an analysis of variance (ANOVA). No
significant difference (p > 0.05) between the gradient magnitudes was identified for any
of the four parameters.
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Figure 1-18. Combined sustained fronts detected during this study for (a) SST, (b)
nLw_443, (c) chl+, and (d) FLH. Frontal gradients are depicted by the frontal line
darkness. Red lines indicate nearshore bathymetric gradients extracted from figure 1-5a.
The 20 m, 30 m, and 40 m isobaths are outlined in solid grey lines.
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4. Discussion
Oceanic fronts were detected over the inner WFS for four remotely sensed
parameters, SST, chl+, nLw_443, and FLH, using automated methods adapted for the
coastal environment during periods coinciding with recreational kingfish tournaments.
The threshold adjustments made to the Cayula and Cornillon (1992) algorithm appeared
to produce realistically-shaped fronts for the SST, nLw_443, and FLH data in this region.
This algorithm has previously been applied to lake or shelf-break environments. With the
threshold modifications developed in this research, it has proved to be useful in detecting
coastal surface thermal, water clarity, and fluorescence fronts.
The ability of the Canny method to identify nearshore features (< 10 m depth),
specifically at the mouth of Tampa Bay, is shown throughout the chl+ frontal imagery.
Detection of weak offshore (> 70 km) features seemed to be more limited. The Canny
method analyzes a 3 x 3 pixel box to identify fronts whereas the Cayula and Cornillon
(1992) algorithm incorporates at least a 16 x 16 pixel box. The application of the smaller
pixel box may allow the Canny method to increase its ability to detect fronts closer to
land. However, the sensitivity to detect offshore features within the hysteresis thresholds
is lessened in order to decrease the noise detected closer to shore. Additional adjustments
to this algorithm are necessary to improve frontal detection across the shelf, though
sensitivity to noise may consequently increase. Although this method was originally
developed for arbitrary edge profiles, it shows promise for future applications of coastal
satellite data when studying coastal chl+ fronts from satellite data. The low (< 2%)
percentages of false frontal pixels identified for each parameter demonstrates that the
algorithms applied rarely detect false fronts, those associated with insignificant gradients
identified by equation (3), and are potentially viable methods for the detection of coastal
surface oceanic fronts. While these percentages appear to be low, in situ data, such as
coinciding ship tracks, are required to more accurately validate the frontal detection
algorithms.
The application of the edge detection algorithms to bathymetry data is a new
technique to identify bathymetric gradients and appears to be effective for bottom
topography mapping. The Canny method is able to detect gradients closer to shore
including within Tampa Bay, and the results mimic the isobaths. The wider spread depth
gradients identified by the Cayula and Cornillon (1992) algorithm are more indicative of
the characteristic gently sloping shelf and therefore may provide a better representation of
the inner WFS bathymetry. Variations in the results of the algorithms results from the
technique in how a front is determined. Although, the detected bathymetry gradients
have not been ground truth data, those identified by both front detection algorithms,
specifically nearshore north of 28° N (< 10 m depth), and along the 20 m and 40 m
isobaths, support their statistical significance and spatial location. The application of the
edge detection algorithms to a relatively stable environment, such as bathymetry, may be
a better subject than dynamic ocean currents to verify the algorithm results.
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The thermal fronts detected from the daily satellite data show only the distribution
of oceanographic features on the surface ocean. However, the movement of a front over
an inertial period, ~26 hours, can be attributed to surface advection or a subsurface
movement. A surface “tongue” shaped pool of cold water was evident throughout the
spring SST frontal data. This is attributed to vertical stratification controlled by vertical
mixing and increased surface heat flux (Virmani and Weisberg, 2003). As the surface
heats, differential warming of the nearshore waters cause an offshore temperature
gradient (Li and Weisberg, 1999). The cold tongue results as the colder North Eastern
GOM (NEGOM) offshore water moves southeastward along the WFS and the inshore
waters move northwestward, the predominant circulation pattern during the spring
(Weisberg, et al., 1996; Li and Weisberg, 1999; Weisberg, et al., 2005). This feature is
also associated with increased salinity and a chlorophyll plume, deemed the “green river”
by Gilbes, et al. (1996). Fall SST frontal data were consistently detected mirroring the
isobaths. This is attributed to ocean dynamics, large heat flux changes, and passing
storms that cool the shelf water in a series of step-like temperature decreases from fall to
early winter (Virmani and Weisberg, 2003). Stronger winds and cooler air create strong
vertical mixing, destratification, and cooling with shoaling depth during this period
(Virmani and Weisberg, 2003). With this understanding of the thermodynamics of the
circulation, I can better infer the processes driving the establishment and movement of
surface thermal fronts.
Interpreting the nLw_443 data for coastal environments proves challenging due to
the number of optically active constituents influencing the signal (Hu, et al., 2003). For
example, the gradients of lower water clarity off of Tampa Bay in the nLw_443 spring
image (April 3, 2004), represented by dark green / blue colors, suggest a patch of light
absorbing phytoplankton or CDOM was detected and, in this example, is suspected to be
related to upwelling and decreased water clarity. This is strongly supported by the
upwelling favorable winds and current depth profiles data concurrently recorded near this
region by the USF COMPS C10 observing station (OCG, 2006). Whereas the gradients
of higher water clarity detected closer inshore along the coast (near 10 m depth) north of
28° N, represented by red / orange colors, more likely corresponds to bottom reflectance,
which impacts all visible wavelengths from 400 to 740 nm (Tolk, 2000). Further inshore
(< 9 m depth) in this area, where the color again progresses to green, the increased
absorbance of this wavelength is apparent and is most likely due to the presence of
seagrass beds. Increased discharge from freshwater systems rich in nutrients and organic
matter from tropical systems and storms reduced bottom interference in the fall (Gilbes,
et al., 1996; Del Castillo, et al., 2001) and a wider spread influence of the dark green /
blue color is apparent directly along the coast in this region. Due to increased
backscattering of light, suspended inorganic sediments, apparent at all wavelengths from
near 400 to 900 nm (Ritchie, et al., 1976; Tolk, 2000), are also considered to influence
coastal nLw_443 estimates resulting in higher water clarity values with increased
sedimentation (Hu, et al., 2003). Frontal boundaries of high water clarity off the mouth
of Charlotte Harbor and near the Everglades, the bottom right region of this study area,
are suspected to be related to suspended sediments in addition to discharge related
CDOM. Despite the complications in interpreting this parameter, nLw_443 fronts can be
used to distinguish boundaries between masses with varying water clarity.
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The occurrence of chl+ fronts at the mouth of Tampa Bay and Charlotte Harbor,
most likely reflects the convergence of river plume outflow and marine water inflow.
These water masses have been found to influence the development and sustainability of
phytoplankton biomass and the production of CDOM formed as a result of biological
activity (Del Castillo, et al., 2000). Coinciding with the nLw_443 image, the April 3,
2004 chl+ image also shows a patch of higher chl+ concentrations southwest of Tampa
Bay suspected to be related to upwelling. However, the nLw_443 data appeared to
portray this event more effectively than the chl+ data and could be an important tool for
future analysis of remotely sensed upwelling events.
Highly variable winds were observed throughout this study and the variable
current velocities and movements of daily oceanic fronts reflect the influence of the local
wind regime. Varying wind speed and direction resulted in an ~80% loss of surface
oceanic SST, chl+, nLw_443, and FLH fronts that had been present over the previous 48
to 72 hours. The few days in which winds were less variable showed less movement and
dissipation of fronts, and a nearly three-fold increase in the percentage of sustained fronts
for each parameter. Wind events alter the shape and relative production of modeled
chlorophyll a patches at fronts and the wind direction largely dictates the future patch
characteristics (Franks and Walstad, 1997). A significant phytoplankton response from
an upwelling event is estimated to be at least one day (Franks, 1992). Although few
upwelling events corresponded to the study period, the convergence of water masses
likely results in a similar delay of trophic-level response. This may also play a role in the
impact of non-persistent winds on the stability of a front. Alternatively, the lack of a
significant difference between the daily and sustained frontal pixel gradient magnitudes
could be due to the transportation of the biomass with the movement of the front.
Therefore, while a front moves 10 km over a 24 hour period, it may still retain the same
magnitude of biomass suggesting an alternative method for analyzing sustained fronts
may be needed. Periods greater than 24 hours over which current velocities were
inconsistent with wind velocities may reflect the response of the current to both the wind
and other forces such as, but not limited to, continental shelf waves (Buchwald and
Adams, 1968; Adams and Buchwald, 1969). Although the local wind regime is the
dominant process driving coastal WFS circulation, currents in deeper areas of the WFS
can be of oceanic origin, not just wind-driven (Meyers, et al., 2001).
The remaining 20% of the SST, chl+, and nLw_443 fronts that were sustained
showed seasonal frequency with the detected bathymetric gradients, specifically along
the 20 m and 30 m isobaths. The influence of the bathymetric features on physical
processes, such as internal waves, tidal fronts, and wind-induced upwelling (Killworth,
1978; Pingree and Mardell, 1981; Pingree, et al., 1982; Pingree and Le Cann, 1991;
Vlasenko, 1992; Franks and Chen, 1996; Harris, et al., 1997) will likely influence the
position of the sustained fronts. Additionally, bathymetric gradients within the inner
WFS largely impact the Ekman-geostrophic responses to wind-forcing (Li and Weisberg,
1999) and the consequent upwelling events (Weisberg, et al., 2000). Sustained SST
fronts were more strongly influenced by bathymetric gradients in the fall than in the
spring, which shows more dispersed sustained frontal pixels. This is consistent with the
expected seasonal heat flux and circulation patterns described above, and supports the
conclusion that bathymetric gradients can influence the establishment and stability of
fronts.
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Although nearshore chl+ and nLw_443 sustained fronts are consistently detected
north of 28° N, water depth is very shallow (~9 m) and bathymetry contours are close
together. Therefore, ocean color fronts frequently detected in this region may reflect
bathymetric gradients in addition to chl+ and nLw_443 gradients. Bottom reflectance
and gradients (up to the 30 m isobath) appear to play a larger role in the spring for chl+
and nLw_443 sustained fronts, which may result from increased river discharge typical of
the fall. Use of additional remote sensing products, such as the nLw 412 nm and the nLw
412 nm to nLw 670 nm ratio, will help to identify the extent of seasonal bottom
interference on nLw_443 and chl+ frontal data, respectively (Cannizzaro and Carder,
2006). Due to the limited number of passes available for analysis, it is difficult at this
point to identify linkages between detected FLH fronts and bathymetry or the
surrounding physical processes. However, this does provide an initial understanding of
the location, often seasonal, where fronts are more likely to occur.
The review by Weisberg, et al. (2005) clearly establishes that the inner WFS is a
fully three dimensional system. While this is supported by the frequently coinciding
bathymetric gradients and surface features observed in this study, the remotely sensed
synoptic observations do not provide a comprehensive understanding of the physical
processes, namely stratification of the water column which plays a major role in driving
both surface and bottom circulation (Weisberg, et al., 2001; Weisberg, et al., 2004).
Additional in situ research incorporating water column and remotely sensed surface
observations is needed to confirm the location of stable oceanic fronts and bathymetric
gradients detected, and their subsequent influence on marine organisms.
Remote sensing data provides a tool to synoptically analyze large-scale areas with
concurrently recorded environmental parameters. The new FLH data product effectively
characterized the spatial distribution of surface phytoplankton concentrations for coastal
waters off west-central Florida. When supplemented with the in situ observations
conducted by FWRI, the extent of phytoplankton concentrations related to the HABs may
be identified from the FLH frontal data. The ability to easily detect and track these
features daily will aid scientists and resource managers to better understand the processes
driving HABs and could potentially lead to identifying their cause and reducing the
impact to coastal communities, both marine and terrestrial.
Cloud cover, the ability of the algorithms to correct for unwanted optical
constituents, such as water vapor, bottom reflectance, and CDOM present within the
signal, and sensor calibration affect satellite data quality and limits the use of the data.
Despite these limitations, remote sensing data provided valuable information on how the
linkages of physical processes and biological characteristics on the WFS. The maps of
sustained fronts and bathymetric gradients, and the relationship observed between the
local wind regime, the bottom topography, and the establishment and duration of coastal
fronts provides the framework for defining ecosystem relationships in this area. This is
likely to help improve our understanding of the influence of the environment on
surrounding living marine organisms. Of particular interest is the migratory coastal
pelagic fish (e.g. king mackerel), affected by circulation dynamics and the availability of
prey. The frontal and bathymetric regions identified in this study are likely to be linked
to the accumulation of phytoplankton biomass and higher trophic level organisms such as
the prey of king mackerel. This and the effect of bottom relief, and biomass
accumulation on king mackerel are considered in the succeeding chapter.
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Chapter 2
Linkages Between Environmental Conditions and Recreational King Mackerel
Catch off West-central Florida
1. Introduction
1.1 King Mackerel
King mackerel (Scomberomorus cavalla) are members of the family Scombridae,
which also includes tunas. They are a highly migratory pelagic fish that inhabit coastal
marine waters from the Gulf of Maine to Brazil, the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) and the
Caribbean (Briggs, 1958; Godcharles and Murphy, 1986). Migration patterns extend
northward in the Gulf of Mexico and the U.S. east coast in the spring. They congregate
both off Texas and the Carolinas in the summer, and move southward along the Florida
coasts again in the fall (Sutherland and Fable, 1980; Godcharles and Murphy, 1986;
Nakamura, 1987). King mackerel (kingfish) are found off west-central Florida from
April to May and from October to November. Their migration route has been reported to
remain within coastal ocean temperatures of 20ºC to 26ºC (Manooch, 1979) and a salinity
range of 32 to 36 (Godcharles and Murphy, 1986). While their habitat extends to the
edge of the continental shelf (200 m), kingfish are most commonly found at depths less
than 80 m (Manooch, 1979; GOM and SAFMC, 1985). They seem to prefer areas of hard
bottom and reefs (Collette and Nauen, 1983).
Since February 1983, the GOM Fishery Management Council and South Atlantic
Fishery Management Council have jointly managed kingfish under the Coastal Pelagic
Management Plan (Anon, 1983). Despite numerous studies implementing a variety of
techniques for genetic testing, the size and territory of kingfish stocks have not been
conclusively delineated (May, 1983; Sutter, et al., 1991; Johnson, et al., 1994; Schaefer
and Fable, 1994; DeVries and Grimes, 1997; Gold, et al., 1997; Roelke and Cifuentes,
1997; Broughton, et al., 2002; DeVries, et al., 2002; DeVries and Magnum, 2002; Gold,
et al., 2002). Thus, the two management councils (GOM and South Atlantic) continue to
use the Atlantic and GOM stocks as definitions of separate populations.
Tagging studies of kingfish populations from 1975 to 1979 by the Florida
Department of Environmental Protection identified separate stocks or “migratory groups"
in the Atlantic and GOM waters of the U.S. (Williams and Godcharles, 1984; Sutter, et
al., 1991). Those caught south of the Volusia-Flagler county border off northeast Florida
(29°26’ N, 81°6’ W) from November to March are allocated to the Gulf group since the
study suggested more than half of the fish in that zone originated from the GOM
migratory group. Throughout the rest of the year, the Monroe-Collier county border off
southwest Florida (25°48’ N, 81°19’ W) is considered the dividing line between the two
stocks (DeVries, 2003). The water between these two areas is referred to as the mixing
zone. In addition to the two groups, the possibility of a residential population of larger
kingfish (> 85 cm forklength) in the northwest GOM, that mix with the smaller schooling
kingfish (< 85 cm forklength) that migrate to and from Mexico and south Florida, has
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been suggested (Collette and Nauen, 1983; Fable, et al., 1987; Trent, et al., 1987). A
split in the GOM group, creating an eastern and western stock, was also proposed (Fable,
et al., Unpublished).
Collectively termed “baitfish”, several coastal clupeids (Spanish sardine
Sardinella aurita, Atlantic thread herring Opisthonema oglinum, and gulf menhaden
Brevoortia patronus) and small carangids (round scad Decapterus punctatus, and blue
runner Caranx crysos) support large and varied fish stocks in Florida (Mahmoudi, et al.,
2002). Baitfish fishery assessment studies (Mahmoudi, et al., 2002) identified pinfish
Lagodon rhombodes, tomtate Haemulon aurolineatum, round scad, Atlantic bumper
Chlorosombrus chrysurus, mojarra Eucinostomus spp., and Spanish sardine as the most
abundant species collected along the west-central coast of Florida from 1994 to 2002.
Atlantic thread herring and scaled sardine Harengula jaguana comprised 1.8 to 13.9% of
the total catch from 1994 to 2002 and scaled sardine was the third most abundant species
collected in 1996 (Pierce, 2002). These two latter baitfish species are considered primary
prey for the kingfish in waters off Florida (Beaumarriage, 1973).
Clupeids are abundant in surface waters within 6 m to 60 m depth off west-central
Florida (Klima, 1971; Pierce and Mahmoudi, 2001). However, thread herring and scaled
sardine were typically collected in shallow (< 12.7 m) water (Mahmoudi, et al., 2002).
Clupeids are closely associated with the spatial and temporal patterns of phytoplankton
biomass (Odum and Heald, 1972; Carr and Adams, 1973; Pierce, 2002) as well as a
salinity of ~31 and temperature of ~20°C (Mahmoudi, et al., 2002).
In the mid 1970s, the aggregate potential yield of scaled sardine, thread and round
herring, Etrumeus teres, and Spanish sardine was estimated to be 545 million kg in the
eastern GOM (Houde, et al., 1976; Houde, 1977a, 1977b, 1977c). Despite decreased
baitfish landings due to the 1995 net limitation, 7.3 million kg of coastal clupeids were
caught of west-central Florida in 1997 making the Tampa Bay region an important
producer of baitfish in the GOM (Pierce, 2002). As these are the primary food source for
kingfish, the baitfish fishery in the eastern GOM are linked to predator aggregations, such
as kingfish, that are drawn to sources of prey.
The focus of this study is to evaluate linkages between oceanographic features
and kingfish aggregations. There have been no reported studies in the scientific literature
on this topic. Determining the driving oceanographic processes behind movements of
pelagic fish is of interest to fisheries managers (Block, et al., 1998; Lutcavage, et al.,
1999; Maravelias, 1999; Block, et al., 2000; Brill and Lutcavage, 2001; Palumbi, 2004;
Stokesbury, et al., 2004; Block, 2005). Laboratory and field observations identified
temperature as a primary factor limiting the range of tunas (Blackburn, 1965; Dizon, et
al., 1977; Brill, et al., 1998; Brill, et al., 1999). Salinity, ocean color, dissolved oxygen,
and turbidity also affect the distribution of pelagic fish (Sharp and Dizon, 1978; Sund, et
al., 1981; Laurs, et al., 1984; Maul, et al., 1984; Brill, 1994; Fréon and Misund, 1999;
Sharp, 2000; Brill and Bushnell, 2001).
Similar to other migratory pelagic fish like tuna, swordfish, and sharks (Sund, et
al., 1981; Olson, et al., 1994; Bigelow, et al., 1999; Lutcavage, et al., 2000), kingfish are
opportunistic feeders and their local daily distribution is likely linked to sources of
available prey and the processes driving prey abundance. These processes could include
local oceanographic circulation and primary productivity (productivity). Kinesis models
(i.e. reaction to ambient conditions) applied to Atlantic bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus
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thynnus) migrating from the GOM to the Gulf of Maine suggest that foraging behavior
plays a role in the short-term concentration of tuna schools outside their optimum
temperature (Humston, et al., 2000).
Upwelling regions and the associated frontal zones result in the vertical flux of
nutrients, this leads to high concentrations of near-surface phytoplankton biomass.
Convergence at fronts can also lead to the accumulation of materials, creating surface
biological features, which will attract forage and apex predators. The influence of
oceanic fronts on the distribution of large pelagic fish has been widely studied (Yuen,
1970; Sund, et al., 1981; Maul, et al., 1984; Fiedler and Bernard, 1987; Roffer, 1987;
Power and May, 1991; Brill, et al., 1993; Block, et al., 1997; Lutcavage, 1997; Brill, et
al., 1999; Block, et al., 2000; Lutcavage, et al., 2000; Brill and Lutcavage, 2001; Schick,
et al., 2004; Block, 2005).
Roffer (1987) found that the location and persistence of the frontal mixing zone in
coastal waters off Virginia was dependent on local and regional winds and positively
correlated with the catch of juvenile Atlantic bluefin tuna (ABT). In the Pacific, the
Transition Zone Chlorophyll Front is as an important migration and forage habitat for a
variety of large pelagic species (Polovina, et al., 2001; Polovina, et al., 2004; Polovina
and Howell, 2005). In addition to oceanic fronts, bathymetric features, such as fish
aggregating devices (FADS), seamounts, and submarine canyons have also influenced
aggregations of pelagic species (Roffer, 1987; Holland, et al., 1990; Maravelias, 1999;
Josse, et al., 2000; Sedberry and Loefer, 2001; Sedberry, et al., 2001). For example,
Campana, et al. (2002) found higher catch per fishing effort for porbeagle sharks Lamna
nasus in well-defined areas near the continental shelf edge, where fronts are common.
1.2 Gulf of Mexico Circulation
See Chapter 1, Section 1.2 for details of the characteristics and physical processes
driving the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) circulation, specifically the inner west Florida shelf.
1.3 Objective and Approach
The core hypothesis of this study is that oceanic fronts yield a higher relative
catch of kingfish by recreational anglers. A corollary to this hypothesis is that if fronts are
spatially sustained for three days or longer before fishing occurred, then they will serve to
aggregate kingfish more effectively due to the accumulation of forage, and thus fishing
success will be higher at these locations.
Remote sensing techniques have been successfully used in studying the apparent
relationship between seasonal tuna distributions and the location, size and condition of
pelagic habitats (Laurs, et al., 1984; Maul, et al., 1984; Fiedler and Bernard, 1987;
Roffer, 1987; Zuenko, et al., 1992; Kirby, et al., 2000; Brill and Lutcavage, 2001;
Schick, et al., 2004). In this study, frontal location and duration will be examined using
satellite images of sea surface temperature and sea spectral reflectance (ocean color),
local wind and current data. The relative apparent abundance of kingfish, defined by the
abundance as affected by availability or number of fish accessible to a fishery relative to
similar measures for other periods (Marr, 1951), will be examined using recreational
kingfish catch and fishing effort during particular days in spring and fall of 2004 and
2005 and compared with the physical oceanographic observations.
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2. Methods
2.1 Study Area
This study focused on the inner shelf off west-central Florida between 28°30’ N,
81°30’ W to 26° N, 84°30’ W (Fig. 2-1). This area extends from Pasco County south to
Collier County, and approximately 180 km into the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) from the
coast. Tampa Bay and Charlotte Harbor are two large estuaries located within the study
area whose outflow influences coastal water color and buoyancy. While large natural
coral reefs do not occur on the inner west Florida shelf, artificial reefs and wrecks
provide structure and cover for fish within the study area. Fishing locations recorded
within Tampa Bay and Charlotte Harbor and outside the study area are discarded.
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Figure 2-1. Study area located between 28°30’ N, 81°30’ W to 26° N, 84°30’ W (inset).
This area extends from Pasco County south to Collier County on Florida’s west-central
coast and approximately 180 km into the Gulf of Mexico but not Tampa Bay or Charlotte
Harbor.
2.2 Oceanographic Data
Meteorological data (wind and current velocity data) and satellite imagery,
namely sea surface temperature (SST), chlorophyll a (chl+), normalized water leaving
radiance at 443 nm (nLw_443), and fluorescence line height (FLH, available for fall 2005
only), were collected for the week leading up to the kingfish tournaments. These data
were analyzed to assess the influence of the local wind regime on the formation and
duration of oceanic fronts, and the relative apparent abundance of kingfish. Oceanic
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fronts were determined from the satellite imagery using Cayula and Cornillon (1992) and
Canny (1986) frontal detection algorithms adjusted for coastal waters off west-central
Florida. The frontal detection algorithms were also applied to high-resolution bathymetry
grid data (Divins and Metzger) to identify steep bathymetric gradients (see Chapter 1 of
this thesis).
Positive or negative signs for the frontal gradient values were identified
depending on which side of the nearest front the fishing occurred, i.e. fishing located on
the cold side of a thermal front would be reflected by a negative gradient. Daily fronts
are defined as the fronts detected within the tournament day composite satellite imagery.
Sustained fronts are defined as the frontal pixels that were located within 3.3 km (or 3
pixels) of the frontal imagery three days leading up to and including the tournament day.
Distance from fishing activity to the nearest daily and sustained SST, chl+, nLw_443,
and FLH front was determined using Euclidean distance. This was carried out using
ArcGIS developed by Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRITM).
A weekly 10-yr mean, 1995-2005, excluding 1998, an El Niño year was
compared with the weekly mean for October 28 to November 3, 2004 and October 29 to
November 4, 2005 to identify anomalous SSTs coinciding with a strong southward wind
and vertical mixing event in the fall of 2005. FLH data was only available in the fall of
2005. Also, mean daily salinity readings coinciding with the tournaments were
calculated from a USF Physical Oceanographic Real-Time System (USF PORTS) station
located within Tampa Bay, 27°40’ N, 82°36’ W.
2.3 Recreational Kingfish Catch Data
Kingfish catch data were collected during recreational kingfish tournaments held
between Clearwater and Sarasota, Florida with the collaboration of participating
recreational anglers. Tournaments for this study occurred on:
2004 (10 tournament days): April 3 and 4; May 1, 2, and 8; October 23 and 30;
November 6, 7, and 13.
2005 (12 tournament days): March 26; April 3, 9, 16, 17, 23, and 30; October 15
and 29; November 5, 6, and 12.
Dockside interviews were conducted with one angler per boat who returned to the
official tournament weigh station. Data on the location, number, and time of kingfish
catch; observed presence of baitfish; fishing method; fishing effort, and catch of other,
incidental species were collected. Fishing success is defined as the number of kingfish
hooked and landed per boat, per fishing location, per tournament day (catch). Fishing
effort is defined as the number of kingfish hooked and landed per hour, per line, per boat,
per fishing location, per tournament day (CPUE). If the number of lines used was not
recorded during the interview, four lines was substituted into the dataset as this is the
mean and median number of lines recorded for the entire, yearly, and seasonal study
periods, with a standard deviation of < 1. Zero catch data were recorded and used for
spatial correlation analyses. Normalized catch, CPUE, were used in an attempt to
standardize fishing success.
The fisheries data obtained from the surveys depend on the recreational anglers’
honesty and cooperation. Telephone interviews were sometimes necessary to obtain
additional data on effort, and to clarify or verify information provided at the tournament.
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Surveys were discarded if the accuracy of the fishing effort and locations were not
verified.
Fishing power of a boat or fishing gear depends on the area or volume affected by
the gear, relative to the area covered by the stock, the number of animals present in that
area or volume relative to the total stock, and the proportion of the animals in that area or
volume that can effectively be captured by the gear (Gulland, 1969). Fishing methods
were recorded during the dockside interviews to analyze the effect of fishing power, if
any, on the catch rates.
The bottom type over which fishing occurred was determined by fishing directly
over a known artificial reef or wreck (bottom structure), directly in the shipping channel
(channel), or an undocumented bottom relief (flat). Fishing locations less than 1 km from
a bathymetric gradient (see Figure 1-10a) were classified as bottom structure. For the
statistical analyses, baitfish presence and bottom structure were analyzed as a nonparametric index (1 = high or present, 0 = low or not present, and -1 = not recorded; 1 =
over bottom structure, 2 = in the channel, and 3 = over flat bottom). FLH data was not
included because it was only available for fall 2005.
2.4 Statistical Analyses
Multivariate statistical techniques were used to interpret the results of this study
and assess the correlation between the observed environmental conditions (distance of
fishing to nearest daily and sustained SST, chl+, and nLw_443 fronts; the corresponding
frontal gradients; the derived values of SST, chl+, and nLw_443; baitfish presence;
bottom structure; distance of fishing from land, and latitude and longitude of fishing) and
the kingfish catch data (Johnson and Kotz, 1972; Anderson, 1984; Zar, 1999). The initial
approach consists of solving the linear regression problem between the response variable
and the predictor variables:
y = xB

(1)

where y is the vector of kingfish catch data (response), x is the matrix of environmental
conditions (predictor), and B is the matrix of coefficients, or weights, that reflect the
effect of each predictor on the response. The magnitude of the weights indicates the
relative importance of the predictor variables on the response. To obtain the weights, a
principal component regression analysis (PCA) was used,
BPCA = u*[x’*x’*x*u]-1*x’*x’*y

(2)

where x’ defines the transposed predictor matrix and u is the matrix of eigenvectors
corresponding to x’*x. This technique is applied when high correlation (collinearity) in
the predictor variables results in ill-conditioning of the x’*x matrix and an inverse of the
matrix cannot be obtained. The advantage of using PCA is that a subset of the principal
components can be used to reduce the collinearity and to obtain adequate estimates of the
coefficients, B. For an outline of the eigenvalue problem and PCA, see Appendix B.
In addition to high collinearity, high variability was also present in the dataset
such that the variance of the catch observations were similar to the mean, σ2 ~ µ. While
this condition impedes simple comparisons of means, an analysis of a counting process
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was applied. The result of each recorded fishing location is binomial; kingfish were
either caught or not caught. Therefore, the catch data may be represented as a binomial
distribution, with a discrete probability distribution of the number of successes in a
sequence of n independent yes/no events. A good approximation to the binomial
distribution under certain conditions is the Poisson distribution, defined as:
f (x ; λ ) = e − λ

λx

for x = 0, 1, 2, …
(3)
x!
where λ is a single parameter (Miller and Freund, 1965; Johnson and Kotz, 1969). The
Poisson distribution applies when low probability and randomness are inherent in the
data, and when a counting process is involved. This method is advantageous for this
study’s dataset because the two center moments of the distribution, mean and variance,
are expressed independently but relate to the same single parameter that characterizes the
Poisson, µ = λ and σ2 = λ . The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the parameter
( λ ) of the Poisson and the 95% upper and lower confidence intervals were also
calculated. MLE is the sample average of λ , defined as:
∧
1 n
λ = ∑ xi
(4)
n i =1
MLE was used to determine significant difference, if any, among Poisson distributions.
Kingfish hooked and landed per hour, per fishing location, per tournament day (CPUE)
were incorporated into this statistical analysis instead of catch per line, per hour to
identify significant relationships. These values were rounded to the nearest whole value
in order to more effectively illustrate the Poisson distribution (3). However, the exact
values were used to determine the MLE and the corresponding confidence intervals (4).
A balanced one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied to the
environmental data (SST, chl+, and nLw_443 values at the fishing locations) to
determine significant differences among the means by season. Reduced variability (µ >
σ2) of the SST and nLw_443 data allow for the application of this test. Although the chl+
values were highly variable, the Poisson distribution is not a good representation since
the data were not binomial and therefore ANOVA was implemented. ANOVA
determines a p-value from the seasonal environmental values. If the p-value is near zero,
this suggests at least one season’s mean is significantly different from the other seasons’
means. For the purpose of this study, p-values less than 0.05 were considered significant
(Hogg and Ledolter, 1987). ANOVA assumes all sample populations are normally
distributed, have equal variance, and all observations are mutually independent.
However, this test is known to be robust to modest violations of the first two assumptions
(Hogg and Ledolter, 1987). Box plots representing the lower quartile value (25%),
median, upper quartile value (75%), 95% confidence interval for the median, whiskers
(extent of data range), and outliers (values more than 1.5 times the interquartile range, the
difference between the upper and lower quartile values, away from the top or bottom)
(McGill, et al., 1978) were created to show which season, if any, was significantly
different.
To determine if significant changes occurred between the seasonal baitfish
indices, a Monte Carlo analysis and randomization test were applied. The percent
difference of baitfish presence was determined by subtracting the observed baitfish
fraction, the number of fishing locations where baitfish were reported present divided by
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the total number of fishing locations, of spring 2004 from the observed baitfish fraction
of fall 2005. The randomization test consisted of randomly extracting values from zero
to one for the total number of fishing locations in spring 2004, and fall 2005. This process
was repeated 10,000 times. Values less than 0.49 represented no baitfish present and were
set to 0; values greater than 0.49 represented baitfish present and were set to 1. The value
0.49 was chosen since, overall, 51% of the fishing locations recorded baitfish present.
The fraction of baitfish present was calculated for each season’s random baitfish data.
The percent difference was calculated for each of the 10,000 pairs of baitfish fraction. A
histogram of the 10,000 percent difference results was created. The probability of the
observed percent difference to occur based on the outcome of 10,000 random samples
determined the significance between the two seasons. These steps were repeated to
compare baitfish indices for all seasons. This method was applied because this parameter
does not involve a counting process and does not have reduced variability, and therefore
does not meet the conditions of the Poisson distribution nor the ANOVA.
The Monte Carlo analysis assumes the all fishing locations with bait are
independent. However, as baitfish are known to school and aggregate under certain
environmental conditions this assumption does not hold. Since the extent of spatially
dependent fishing locations with baitfish present are unknown, this is simulated in the
randomized baitfish data. The modeled occurrence of bait (random values > 0.49) was
normalized with a reduced number of fishing locations until an 80% confidence interval
was obtained. By systematically reducing the number of locations included in the
analysis, I determined the size of the dataset that accounts for spatially dependent fishing
locations, i.e. the degrees of freedom or the number of independent observations, without
significantly altering the outcome. In more classical statistical tests, this is important
when calculating the variance of the mean, defined as the variance (σ2) divided by the
degrees of freedom (N minus 1 or in this case N minus the number of dependent
observations). All statistical analyses outline above were completed using MatlabTM
software (Mathworks, Inc.).
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3. Results
3.1 Oceanographic Data
3.1.1 Wind and Current Velocity
Cyclical patterns of changes in wind direction, defined as ~360° rotation from
pre-atmospheric front to post-atmospheric front wind direction (Fernandez-Partagas and
Mooers, 1975), were observed throughout the study period (see Figs. 1-2a, 1-3a, 1-4a,
1-5a, 1-6a, and 1-7a, b). Of the groups of four days preceding and including the
tournaments, only November 6, 2004 recorded persistent winds. However, wind strength
was greater than 8 m s-1 on this date and variable during the three days prior. April 2004
recorded mainly southeastward wind directions during these groups of days, while May
2004, October 2004, October 2005, and November 2005 tended to blow southsouthwestward. Persistent winds, defined as 24 hours in which the wind direction did not
oscillate greater than approximately +/- 22.5° and wind speed did not change more than 5
m s-1 (Virmani, 2006), were not recorded throughout any consecutive four-day period
associated with the tournaments. Instead, non-persistent wind directions that changed
greater than 90° per day were recorded on 79% of the tournament dates and the three
days prior. The remaining 21% of these tournament periods recorded less variable, but
still not persistent, wind velocities.
Current direction and speed mostly followed the wind direction and speed,
reflecting the influence of the local wind regime on the circulation (see Figs. 1-2b, 1-3b,
1-4b, 1-5b, and 1-6b). However, there were several events of opposing current and wind
directions over periods greater than 24 hours. In these events, the current direction was
mainly northward, while the wind was directed southward.
Mean daily salinity readings at the USF PORTS observing station in Tampa Bay
on April 3 and 4, 2004 were 29.3, standard deviation of 0.6, and 30.0, standard deviation
of 0.5, respectively. On May 2 and 8, 2004, mean daily salinity were 30.5, standard
deviation of 0.6, and 29.4, standard deviation of 1.0, respectively. On October 30, 2004,
mean daily salinity was 24.3, standard deviation of 0.2. April 16 and 17, 2005 mean
daily salinity were 34.9, standard deviation of 1.1, and 34.5, standard deviation of 1.5,
respectively. Kingfish catch were reported within Tampa Bay during these tournament
days.
3.1.2 Fronts
Non-persistent winds resulted in an ~80% loss of surface oceanic SST, chl+,
nLw_443, and FLH fronts that had been present over the previous 48 to 72 hours. Fronts
experienced displacement in excess of 6 km over a 24 hour period when the wind and
current speeds were strong (> 8 m s-1 and > 10 cm s-1, respectively). These displacements
occurred when changes in wind direction exceeded 90° over a 24 hour period. This was
observed between April 2 to 4, 2004, April 2 to 3, and 29 to 30, 2005. Comparatively, 3
km to 5 km frontal displacement was observed on October 29 to 30, 2004 and on October
28 to 29, 2005, which corresponded to weaker (< 8 m s-1) and more persistent wind
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velocities in terms of direction. The remaining days within this study period exhibited
between 3 km and 10 km daily frontal displacement. The few days in which winds were
more persistent corresponded to a nearly three-fold increase in the percentage of
sustained fronts.
3.1.3 Harmful Algal Bloom Events
Harmful algal blooms (HAB) caused by the toxic dinoflagellate Karenia brevis
were present off the central west Florida shelf from January through at least November
2005 (FWRI, 2005). The brevetoxin produced by K. brevis can be fatal to birds, fish, and
other marine organisms. Mass mortalities of fish and marine mammals due to the HAB
were reported in Pinellas County from March to November (FWRI, 2006). “Dead
zones”, anoxic or hypoxic areas which depleted the bottom of respiring organisms, were
detected 15 to 25 km off the west-central Florida coast in August (FWRI, 2006). Anglers
reported a scarcity of baitfish within the study region throughout the fall of 2005 season.
The frontal detection algorithms applied to the nLw_443, chl+, and FLH fall 2005 data
identify the boundaries of extreme HAB (see Figs. 1-11 and 1-12).
3.2 Detected Bathymetric Gradients
Bathymetric gradients were identified by the oceanographic front detection
algorithms formulated by Cayula and Cornillon (1992) and Canny (1986) (see Fig. 1-10).
Sharp gradients were detected by both algorithms following the 20 m and 40 m isobaths
between Tampa Bay and Charlotte Harbor, Florida, and north of 28° N near the 9 m
isobath. The Canny method also identified a bathymetric gradient coinciding with the
30 m isobath between the two estuaries.
3.3 Kingfish Survey Data
Surveys were conducted at 22 tournaments over the course of the spring and fall
of 2004 and 2005. A total of 666 interviews were completed, 591 of which were deemed
useable for the analysis based on the reliability of the angler reporting and the
completeness of the survey data. The anglers reported 2,008 kingfish hooked or landed at
792 fishing locations. A total catch of 37 kingfish were reported within Tampa Bay at
tournaments held on April 3 and 4, 2004, May 2 and 8, 2004, October 30, 2004, and
April 16 and 17, 2005. Since ocean color data were commonly not available less than 5
km from land due to decreased daily satellite coverage, ocean color fronts could not be
detected. Therefore, fishing locations in this area were discarded. While SST data were
available closer to shore, statistical analysis calculations would have failed due to gaps in
the matrix of environmental variables caused by available SST data but no ocean color
data. Surveys conducted at tournaments held on March 26, 2005 and October 15, 2005
were not incorporated due to small sample size (N = 2 and 3, respectively). Survey data
collected during May 2, 2004 were not incorporated into the frontal analyses due to gaps
in ocean color satellite data. Although SST data were available for this date, it was
limited to one AVHRR image identified as ‘Fair’ in Appendix A and statistical analysis
calculations would have failed as described above. This reduced the total number of
interviews to 415 and the fishing locations analyzed with the frontal data to 579 with
1,599 kingfish reported hooked or landed over 19 tournament days (Fig 2-2).
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Trolling was the predominant fishing method used at 74% of the fishing locations
and it accounted for 70% of the kingfish catch. Anchoring accounted for 17% of the
fishing locations and 22% of the catch, drifting accounted for 4% of the fishing locations
and 2% of the catch, and a combination of fishing methods accounted for 3% of the
fishing locations and 4% of the catch.
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Figure 2-2. Fishing locations and associated kingfish catch from the tournament surveys.
The total number of kingfish caught in the fall of 2005 (208) was much lower
than in the preceding seasons (444 for spring 2004, 818 for fall 2004, and 538 for spring
2005). However, the mean number of boats registered for the fall of 2005 tournaments
(165) was not significantly lower than the preceding seasons (241 for spring 2004, 122
for fall 2004, and 136 for spring 2005; p < 0.05). The Poisson distribution shows the
probability of a CPUE value occurring, P(CPUE), for each season (Fig. 2-3a). A
smoothed line was interpolated for each Poisson distribution to better illustrate the
distributions, however, as this is a discrete probability function the probability values,
represented by the symbols, are of most importance. The MLE shows the CPUE value of
the Poisson distribution most likely to occur with corresponding confidence intervals for
each season (Fig. 2-3b).
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Figure 2-3. Analysis of CPUE recorded by season. (a) Poisson distribution: spring 2004
(+, long dash line), fall 2004, (o, solid line), spring 2005 (x, long and short dash line), and
fall 2005 (◊, short dash line). Probability is represented on the y-axis, P(CPUE).
(b) Maximum likelihood estimate of the CPUE (x) with 95% confidence intervals (+).
The spring 2004 Poisson distribution (+) shows the probability of catching zero
fish (CPUE = 0) to be near 40%. The probability for catching one kingfish per hour
(CPUE = 1) is ~36% with decreasing probability for increased catch rates. The fall 2004
Poisson distribution (o) shows the probability of catching zero fish to be near 34%, and
the highest probability, ~36%, corresponds to catching one kingfish per hour. The
probability for increased catch rates also gradually declines. The spring 2005 Poisson
distribution (x) shows the lowest probability of catching zero fish for all seasons, near
30%, and, similar to spring and fall 2004, the highest probability, ~36%, corresponds to
catching one kingfish per hour with gradually decreasing probability with increased catch
rates. Lastly, the fall 2005 Poisson distribution (◊) shows the highest probability of all
seasons for fishing effort when no fish were caught, near 47%. The fall 2005 CPUE data
did not exceed four kingfish per hour and showed the lowest probabilities of successfully
fishing (CPUE > 0). MLE of CPUE for spring 2004, fall 2004, spring 2005, and fall
2005 were 0.57, 0.76, 0.76, and 0.45, respectively. Within a 95% confidence interval, the
fall of 2005 MLE for CPUE is significantly lower than the fall 2004 and spring 2005
MLE but not the spring of 2004.
Table 2-1 summarizes the environmental satellite observations detected at the
fishing locations by season. Mean and median values were calculated to identify the
influence of overestimations derived from the standard bio-optical algorithms in this
coastal environment (Carder, et al., 1991) and potentially skewed data. Figure 2-4 shows
the environmental conditions at the fishing locations relative to the corresponding CPUE.
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Table 2-1. Summary of environmental conditions at the fishing locations.
SST (°C)

Spring 2004
Fall 2004
Spring 2005
Fall 2005

Mean
22.5
24.6
21.2
22.9

Median
23.0
24.8
21.2
22.6

Min
19.0
22.2
19.4
20.4

Max
24.6
26.2
22.2
24.8

SD
1.5
1.0
0.4
1.0

N
172
183
149
80

Mean Median
1.1
0.9
2.2
2.1
2.2
1.7
5.4
4.3

Min
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3

Max
3.7
9
5.5
16.4

SD
0.7
1.3
1.4
4.1

N
172
183
149
80

Min
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.1

Max
1.6
1.9
3.4
1.1

SD
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.2

N
172
183
149
80

Chl+ (mg m-3)

Spring 2004
Fall 2004
Spring 2005
Fall 2005

nLw_443 (mW cm-2 µm-1 sr-1)
Mean Median
Spring 2004
0.8
0.8
Fall 2004
0.8
0.8
Spring 2005
0.9
0.9
Fall 2005
0.3
0.3
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Fall 04
Spring 05
Fall 05

2.5
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Figure 2-4. Remotely sensed environmental conditions at each fishing location vs.
CPUE. Data are separated by season: spring 2004 (black +), fall 2004 (dark grey o),
spring 2005 (black x), and fall 2005 (light grey ∆) for (a) SST, (b) chl+, and (c)
nLw_443.
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Figure 2-4 (Continued)
The gap of fishing effort between 21°C and 23°C in the spring 2004 data
represents the lag in tournaments between April 4, 2004 and May 1, 2004 (see Fig. 2-4a).
All spring 2005 tournaments took place in April, when recorded SST values appear
continuous and in between the spring 2004 temperature gap. Sea surface temperature
values recorded at fall 2005 fishing locations were approximately 2°C with a standard
deviation less than 1°C lower than in fall 2004.
Weekly SST anomaly images were evaluated with the combined 2004 and 2005
fall fishing locations, N = 266 (Appendix C). Fall 2005 thermal data recorded 1° to 2°C
anomalously colder SST compared to fall 2004 over the same locations. This is most
likely due to the passage of Hurricane Wilma south of Tampa Bay and an adjacent
atmospheric cold front in late October 2005. Spring 2004 and 2005 temperatures were
lower than those of fall 2004 and 2005 due to the cooler GOM waters present after the
winter, negative heat flux, and warmer waters present after the summer, positive heat
flux.
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ANOVA demonstrated that all tournament seasons recorded significantly
different (p = 0) median SST values (Fig. 2-5). However, the catch for each season did
not differ significantly with surface temperature and is attributed to the SSTs for all
seasons remaining within the preferred kingfish temperature range, 20 – 26°C (see Fig.
2-4a).
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Figure 2-5. Box plot of SST values by season, calculated by ANOVA. Spring 2004 = 1,
fall 2004 = 2, spring 2005 = 3, fall 2005 = 4. The median, upper and lower quartile
values, and extent of data range are shown; + = outliers.
Chl+ values in spring 2004 ranged from 0.1 to 3.7, fall 2004 and spring 2005
showed a slightly larger range reaching up to 9.0 mg m-3, whereas, fall 2005 showed the
highest median and maximum chl+ values, 4.3 and 16.4 mg m -3, respectively (see Table
2-1). However, catch rates varied for all chl+ values (see Fig. 2-4b). ANOVA identified
significantly different (p = 0) median chl+ values in spring 2004 and fall 2005 (Fig. 2-6).
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Figure 2-6. Box plot of chl+ values by season, calculated by ANOVA. Spring 2004 = 1,
fall 2004 = 2, spring 2005 = 3, fall 2005 = 4. The median, upper and lower quartile
values, and extent of data range are shown; + = outliers.
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Intermediate water clarity values, 0.7 to 1.0 mW cm-2 µm-1 sr-1, were associated
with the highest mean catch (2.7 kingfish fishing location-1 ± 3.9, max: 30) and the
highest mean CPUE rates (0.7 kingfish h-1 ± 1, max: 6.67; see Fig. 2-4c). Catch and
CPUE in fall 2005 coincided with areas of lower water clarity (2 kingfish fishing
location-1 ± 2.8, max: 18; 0.5 kingfish h-1 ± 0.8, max: 4; at < 0.5 mW cm-2 µm-1 sr-1).
ANOVA identified the fall 2005 median nLw_443 value was significantly different (p =
0; Fig. 2-7).
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Figure 2-7. Box plot of nLw_443 values by season, calculated by ANOVA. Spring 2004
= 1, fall 2004 = 2, spring 2005 = 3, fall 2005 = 4. The median, upper and lower quartile
values, and extent of data range are shown; + = outliers.
Reports where observed baitfish abundance was low or not present accounted for
51% of the fishing locations and represented 31% of the fish caught for all seasons. For
fall 2005, 62% of the fishing locations reported baitfish as low or not present and
represented 38% of the fish caught. The preceding seasons showed only 46%, 46%, and
48% of the fishing locations with little to no baitfish reported for spring 2004, fall 2004
and spring 2005, respectively. Fishing where baitfish were present occurred 15%, 17%,
and 14% more often in spring 2004, fall 2004, and spring 2005 than in the fall of 2005,
respectively.
The Monte Carlo analysis identified a significant difference in the baitfish indices
between fall 2005 and the three preceding seasons: spring 2004, fall 2004, and spring
2005. The probability of the baitfish indices to have no difference among the seasons
was 3% for spring 2004 compared to fall 2005, 1.5% for fall 2004 compared to fall 2005,
and 5% for spring 2005 compared to fall 2005. Comparatively, the probability of the
baitfish indices to not be significantly different between spring 2004 and fall 2004, when
HAB were not present, was 78.7%.
This analysis also identified that if only one third of the fishing locations with
baitfish present were incorporated into the randomization test, statistical significance
would remain at an 80% confidence interval. This value, ~33%, represents an estimated
number of independent observations. Since it is unlikely that two thirds of the fishing
locations with baitfish present were dependent considering the temporal scale and the
daily oceanographic dynamics, the fishing locations are assumed to be independent. The
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overall occurrence of fishing where baitfish were not reported present (49%) was
approximately equal to where baitfish were reported present (51%). Therefore, fishing
locations where bait were not reported present, which are equally likely to occur as those
with baitfish present, are also assumed to be independent. Therefore, the statistical
calculations are completed with confidence that the unknown number of dependent
observations do not change the significance of the statistical result.
Environmental conditions at fishing locations where CPUE was greater than zero
were compared with conditions where CPUE equaled 0 using a Student’s t-test. The ttest values do not show a significant difference between environmental conditions. A list
of the environmental variables analyzed and the corresponding t-test values are provided
in Appendix D with the mean and standard deviation for kingfish fishing effort (CPUE >
0 and CPUE = 0).
The Poisson distribution of CPUE sorted by bottom types (over bottom relief, in
the channel, and over flat bottom) was calculated for all fishing locations (Fig. 2-8a).
The Poisson distribution for locations over bottom structure (o) shows the lowest
probability (30.0%) for catching zero fish (CPUE = 0) and a relatively higher probability
for successful fishing (CPUE > 0) compared to the other bottom types. Conversely, the
Poisson distribution for locations in the channel (x) showed the highest probability for
zero catch (41.0%) and a relatively lower probability for successful fishing compared to
the other bottom types. The Poisson distribution for fishing over flat bottom (◊) showed
the central probability for zero catch (36.0%), and for successfully fishing. The Poisson
distribution was also calculated for fishing locations where baitfish were present and
excluded fall 2005 to reduce the influence of the HAB (Fig. 2-8b).
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Figure 2-8. Poisson distribution of CPUE by bottom type. Data includes (a) all fishing
locations and (b) fishing locations where baitfish were present and not influenced by
HAB for fishing over bottom relief (o, short dash line), in the channel (x, long dash line),
and over flat bottom (◊, solid line). Probability is represented on the y-axis, P(CPUE).
With 95% confidence, no significant difference is determined between the MLE
of the CPUE values by bottom type or between the two datasets, all fishing locations and
fishing locations with bait, excluding fall 2005 (Fig. 2-9). This suggests kingfish catch
rates and observed baitfish presence were influenced by factors independent of the
bottom structure or relief. This is consistent with the positive correlation identified
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between the bottom index and the kingfish catch (0.63), CPUE (0.67), which reflects an
increase in fishing success and effort with an increase in the bottom index (the highest
value was associated with “over flat bottom”). The baitfish index was also positively
correlated (0.93) with the bottom index reflecting an increase in the observed presence of
baitfish at the fishing locations (the highest value was associated with baitfish present)
with fishing locations recorded over flat bottom.
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Figure 2-9. Maximum likelihood estimates for CPUE of the Poisson (x) and the 95%
confidence interval (+) by bottom type. Black symbols included all fishing locations; red
symbols included fishing locations where baitfish were present and excluded fall of 2005.
Fishing locations where baitfish were not reported had the highest probability
(0.43) where no fish were caught (CPUE = 0) (Fig. 2-10). The highest probability (0.37)
for fishing locations where baitfish were reported present were associated with the
catching one kingfish per hour (CPUE = 1). The MLE and 95% confidence intervals
show a significantly higher CPUE associated for fishing locations where baitfish are
reported present compared to where they are not presents (Fig. 2-11). There was not a
significant difference in the distributions when the fall 2005 fishing locations were
removed, the likelihood of catching kingfish remained significantly higher where baitfish
was present (data not shown). This reflects the connection between the low catch rates
and decreased baitfish presence reported in the fall of 2005.
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Figure 2-10. Poisson distribution of CPUE by bait presence. Data is separated by fishing
locations where bait were present (o, solid line) and not present (x long dash line).
Probability is represented on the y-axis, P(CPUE).
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Figure 2-11. Maximum likelihood estimates for CPUE of the Poisson (x) and the 95%
confidence interval (+). Data is separated by fishing locations where bait was and was
not reported present.
3.4 Kingfish Catch and Proximity to Fronts
For the purposes of this study, catch at distances greater than 10 km from a front
were not considered to be related to that front. There is little (or no) documentation on
the range of Scombridae sensory perception in the ocean for prey searching, much less
account for the effects of varying, short-term wind-driven circulation, depth, and light
attenuation on the movements of kingfish. Directional hearing and olfaction (Gooding,
1962; Atema, et al., 1980) may aid the visual sensors to respond to more favorable
conditions (Nakamura, 1969, 1972). However, the distances over which these senses
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perceive stimuli in the ocean remain undetermined. Unpublished kingfish tracking data
in the GOM (Edwards, 2006) recorded ~1 km h-1 swimming rates, which defines an
estimated radius of 24 km the kingfish may cover per day. During the periods covered by
this study, fronts that moved were displaced between 3 km and 10 km per day (see
Chapter 1 Section 3.3.4), but not having any other information on how fish would detect
fronts at large distances, 10 km was chosen as the radius within which a kingfish may be
or have been affected by a shifting front.
The Poisson distribution calculated for the distance of fishing locations to the
nearest daily front shows the highest probability of fishing occurred ~5 km away from the
nearest SST and chl+ fronts, and greater than 10 km away from the nearest nLw_443 and
FLH fronts (Fig. 2-12). Therefore, fronts and gradient vectors defined by nLw_443 and
FLH data were not included in the PCA.
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Figure 2-12. Poisson distribution for fishing distances to nearest daily front by parameter:
SST (+), chl+ (o), nLw_443 (x), and FLH (∆). Probability is represented on the y-axis.
The Poisson distribution calculated for distances to nearest sustained SST, chl+,
nLw_443, and FLH fronts identified the highest probability of fishing occurred ~25 km
away and therefore the sustained frontal data was not incorporated into the analysis (data
not shown). Fishing success and fishing effort were highly variable with distance of
fishing activity to the nearest daily and sustained front. The influence of additional and
potentially synergetic variables driving the observed relative apparent abundance of
kingfish was explored.
The PCA and eigenvalue analysis identified five linearly independent
environmental variables: distance to nearest daily SST front, distance to nearest daily
chl+ front, baitfish presence, nLw_443 value, and chl+ gradient vector. Linear regression
of these environmental variables and kingfish catch, CPUE, and CPUE per line found the
highest variance in the catch was explained by the nLw_443 value or the distance to
nearest daily chl+ front, followed by baitfish presence, distance to nearest daily SST
front, and chl+ gradient vector (Table 2-2). Despite slight changes in the weights
associated with the variables depending on the response variable incorporated into the
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PCA (i.e. catch, CPUE or CPUE per line), this shows a strong correlation between the
relative apparent abundance of kingfish and the clarity of the water. A positive
coefficient for the distance to the nearest front variables represents increasing distance
with increasing catch rates. The influence of the chl+ gradient vector suggests that higher
fishing success is associated with fishing on the side of the nearest front with less chl+
where water clarity is relatively higher. Due to the similar relationship identified
between the predictor variables and their relative contribution to the response variable,
further PCAs will report the results incorporating CPUE per line (CPUE) as the response
variable.
Table 2-2. Percentage of weights for the independent variables determined by PCA and
linear regression analysis. Results are provided for kingfish catch, CPUE, CPUE per
line.
Variable
Chl+ gradient vector
Distance to nearest SST front
Baitfish index
Distance to nearest chl+ front
nLw_443 value

Contribution to Kingfish Catch
Catch
CPUE CPUE per line
-15.6%
-14.7%
-15.7%
20.9%
9.4%
10.5%
16.3%
10.5%
11.8%
22.3%
42.2%
38.0%
24.9%
23.3%
24.0%

In an attempt to account for the various fishing methods implemented by the
anglers, a PCA was calculated for the fishing data where trolling, the predominant fishing
method, was used. The five linearly independent variables and corresponding weights
identified by PCA and linear regression analysis from this subset of data were distance to
nearest daily chl+ front (44.3%), nLw_443 (31.0%), bait presence (14.8%), chl+ gradient
vector (-6.2%), and distance to nearest daily SST front (3.9%). Again, decreasing
proximity to the chl+ front and increased water clarity at fishing locations on the less
chl+ side of the front, and with baitfish present have the most influence on the CPUE.
To reduce the effect of the extreme HABs that occurred in the fall of 2005, a PCA
was calculated for data excluding this time period. The five linearly independent
variables influencing CPUE and their associated weights were distance to nearest chl+
front (43.9%), chl+ gradient vector (-22.8%), distance to nearest SST front (13.7%),
nLw_443 value (12.5%), and bait presence (7.2%). Notably, the variability in the catch
data attributed to nLw_443 values here is less than for the overall data (24.0%).
To better define the relationship between kingfish, baitfish and the surrounding
environment only the data corresponding to fishing locations where baitfish were
reported present were included into the PCA. The results of the five linearly independent
variables and their associated weights are as follows: SST gradient vector (41.7%),
distance to nearest chl+ front (26.7%), nLw_443 value (-17.1%), distance to nearest SST
front (-7.2%), and chl+ gradient vector (7.2%). The majority of the variance in the
kingfish catch rates appears to be attributed to the strength of the nearest SST front and
increasing proximity to the nearest chl+ fronts. The negative nLw_443 value weight
corresponds to decreasing nlw_443 values or those associated with phytoplankton or
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CDOM concentrations with increasing fishing success where baitfish are reported present
on the side of the front with more chl+ and relatively higher temperature.
Wind speed also affected fishing behavior. Tournament days in which strong
wind speed (> 8 m s-1) and variable wind direction were recorded, notably on April 4,
2004, April 16, 17 and 30, 2005, and November 12, 2005, corresponded to decreased
mean fishing distance from land (< 20 km), decreased mean CPUE (< 50%), and/or
increased percentage of fishing effort in the Egmont Channel (>20%) (Appendix E). To
remove the influence of strong and highly variable wind velocities, only the data recorded
on May 8, October 30, and November 6, 2004; April 23 and October 29, 2005 were
incorporated into the PCA analysis. These tournament days correspond to lower wind
speeds with more persistent direction. The five independent factors influencing fishing
effort were the nLw_443 value (46.0%), SST gradient vector (34.6%), baitfish presence
(8.8%), chl+ gradient vector (-6.5%), and distance to nearest SST front (4.2%).
Data recorded at tournaments with more persistent winds (May 8, October 30, and
November 6, 2004; April 23 and October 29, 2005) were compared tournaments with
highly non-persistent winds (the remaining tournament days) to determine if there was a
significant difference in SST, chl+, and nLw_443 values, and the distance of fishing from
land. ANOVA and the corresponding box plots identified a significantly higher median
chl+ value (p = 0), and a significantly lower median SST value (p = 0) for the highly nonpersistent wind subdataset compared to the more persistent winds subdataset (data not
shown). Poisson distributions and the corresponding MLE with confidence intervals
were calculated for these two subdatasets to determine if there was a significant
difference in CPUE and distance to the nearest SST and chl+ front. The MLEs identified
a significantly closer distance to the nearest SST front for the data recorded during more
persistent winds. However, CPUE and distance to the nearest chl+ front did not
significantly differ with the wind conditions.
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4. Discussion
The hypothesis proposed, namely that higher fishing success will be observed
closer to oceanic fronts, and especially closer to those fronts sustained for periods greater
than 48 hours, was not proven. However, relatively strong winds from varying directions
and varying current velocities seemed to displace fronts by distances greater than the
estimated radius of inertial motion, 3.3 km over 24 hours, and it is likely that the location
of catches was offset from the original front by at least these distances. This suggests a
time lag of at least 24 hours for the development of a front to affect the location and
concentration of the apex predator kingfish. This is consistent with Franks (1992) where
research conducted off northwest Africa, and the western coast of the U.S. reported
significant phytoplankton responses to occur at least one day after a wind-driven
upwelling event. Murphy and Shomura (1958) observed similar patterns in yellowfin
tuna T. albacares. The displacement of their abundance from the center of the upwelling
regions was attributed to the development of each trophic level between zooplankton and
tuna with respect to time. Thus, “the geographical distribution of tuna reflects this time
lag by showing spatial displacement from the source of the enrichment” (Murphy and
Shomura, 1958). Instability and movement of the fronts resulted in a low correlation
with catch rates. Re-establishment of a front for at least 24 hours after it moved was
found to be an important factor for concentrating baitfish and juvenile ABT (Roffer,
1987). The lack of observed kingfish catch at a front likely reflects the lack of forage
concentration due to the constantly moving and weaker frontal gradients. This coincides
with the findings of Polovina, et al. (2001) and Napp and Hunt (2001). Additionally,
Roffer (1987) identified higher juvenile ABT catch rates with well-defined oceanic fronts
if they were stable over bottom relief for at least 18 hours.
Bathymetric gradients identified by the frontal detection algorithms were found to
influence the position of sustained SST, chl+, and nLw_443 fronts (see Fig. 1-18).
Benthic topographic features along the coast, 1-2 m high, have been found to influence
the movements of skipjack and yellowfin tunas around the main Hawaiian Islands (Yuen,
1970; Holland, et al., 1990; Brill, et al., 1999). However, Brill and Lutcavage (2001)
argue the apparent aggregation of these pelagic species with the topography is purely
coincidental with the preferred productivity and clarity of the water mass. As a result of
the present study, it is proposed that areas of increased bathymetric gradient lead to
frontal enhancement as suggested by Pingree and Mardell (1981) and are more likely to
have increased forage density, when this enhancement occurs. Apex predators, such as
kingfish, concentrate in these zones due to the increased abundance and availability of
food. The occurrence of productive water masses in the study zone were shown to be
related to bathymetric gradients. Pelagic fish and their prey are also known to aggregate
near bottom structures, such as a reef or wreck (Collette and Nauen, 1983; Holland, et al.,
1990; Dagorn, et al., 2000; Fromentin and Powers, 2005). Although these regions are
highly preferred by anglers, the CPUE, and thus the baitfish, did not differ significantly
with bottom type. This is again suspected to be due to the frequently unstable fronts
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observed throughout this study. Improved digital databases of validated bottom indices
may help to better identify the influence of bottom structure on the surrounding
organisms.
Water clarity substantially influenced kingfish catch and effort. Intermediate
water clarity values, 0.7 to 1.0 mW cm-2 µm-1 sr-1, were associated with the highest CPUE
(~7 kingfish per hour) and high catch (up to 30 kingfish per fishing location). This is
consistent with Brill and Lutcavage (2001), Roffer (1987), and Fiedler and Bernard
(1987) who found movements of juvenile ABT related to chlorophyll concentrations and
the consequent forage density, and intermediate water clarity values sufficient for visual
predation. Additionally, fishing locations associated with increased nLw_443 values, on
the side of the front with less chl+ where baitfish were present, accounted for the greatest
variance in the kingfish catch and catch rates. This suggests kingfish avoid more turbid
regions as they are visual predators (Blackburn, 1965; Abrahams and Kattenfeld, 1997;
Brill and Lutcavage, 2001) or because areas of low water clarity (< 0.5 mW cm-2 µm-1
sr-1) observed in the fall 2005 coincided with the extreme HAB.
Previous controlled investigations in the visual acuity of several Scombrids
identified the maximum horizontal distance of resolution of prey or body marks in
“brightly-lit” surface waters to be up to 40 m (Nakamura, 1968; Brill, et al., 2005). A
review of recent research in the visual function in bigeye tuna (Brill, et al., 2005), noted
their ability to distinguish different spectrums within the water, confirming the presence
of color vision, which enables the tuna to more effectively detect and capture prey
particularly in a clear pelagic habitat. The tuna species examined in these visual sensory
studies mainly inhabit the open ocean. However, the coastal waters where kingfish are
most commonly found are more seldom “brightly-lit”. Very little is known of the visual
acuity of king mackerel but it is likely to be comparative if not equally developed as in
other tunas (Tamura and Wisby, 1963). Therefore, their visual acuity is suspected to be
less than the maximum distance of 40 m based on the characteristics of their coastal
environment.
The clarity of the water has an ostensible impact on the visual range in which
Scombrids are able to detect prey. Decreasing water clarity will further decrease this
distance (Utne-Palm, 2002), suspected to be less than 40 m, however the exact
relationship is unknown. Additionally, the contrast of the prey against increasingly turbid
water may limit visual recognition (Brill, et al., 2005). Despite previous efforts, the
current understanding of the visual capabilities of Scombrids is still largely limited.
Future investigations into the capacity and sensitivity thresholds of the tuna eye along
with characterizing the contrasts of their prey, inherent and apparent, are desired (Kirby,
et al., 2000). In general, a smaller nLw_443 value relates to increased turbidity, or a
smaller Secchi disk depth. However due to the complications interpreting the nLw_443
product (see Chapter 1, Section 4), the exact correlation between nLw_443 and turbidity
levels is unknown. Future work supplementing this satellite data with in situ
measurements using a Secchi disk will help define this relationship. The in situ data will
also identify areas that could interfere with accurately deriving the nLw_443 values, such
as shallow or grassy areas.
The influence of baitfish presence on fishing success was evident throughout the
study. This is supported by the statistically significant decrease in probability of
successful fishing where baitfish were not reported present. This was especially apparent
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when HABs were present. During fall 2005, baitfish were observed ~16% less frequently
than the previous seasons. Decreased baitfish abundance coincided with the HAB; this
was also observed in pinfish surveys conducted from October 30 to November 5, 2005 by
FWRI off west-central Florida (Mahmoudi, 2006) (Fig. 2-13). Presumably, the lack of
baitfish led to an absence of kingfish, and caused the 53% to 75% decrease in kingfish
catch compared to the preceding seasons.
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Figure 2-13. FWRI trawl survey catch rates for pinfish along the west-central coast of
Florida, 1994 – 2005 (Mahmoudi, 2006).
The abundance of prey, which is driven by the growth or convergence of
phytoplankton biomass at a frontal zone, is coupled with the physical processes at
oceanic fronts in understanding the distribution and relative apparent abundance of
pelagic fish (Fiedler and Bernard, 1987; Olson, et al., 1994). This is consistent with
Schick, et al. (2004) who suggested that prey data are needed to help understand ABT
distribution patterns associated with oceanic fronts. Also, Bigelow, et al. (1999) found a
greater response of pelagic fish to concentrations of prey species along fronts than just
the SST fronts. However, when frontal duration and location is transient, the mechanism
to aggregate predators cannot be explained by their proximity to fronts and the resulting
prey abundance alone. This was observed in the kingfish catch data where due to nonpersistent wind and circulation patterns, the correlation of nearby surface ocean fronts to
increased CPUE was insignificant. Therefore, an additional mechanism(s) drove baitfish
aggregations, which increased kingfish catch rates.
Intermediate water clarity from chl+ fronts indicative of increased chlorophyll
concentrations but not completely turbid waters are suggested to play a significant role in
understanding the baitfish index. This is supported by the lower nLw_443 values
associated with phytoplankton or CDOM at fishing locations on the higher chl+
concentration side of the front with the observed presence of the filter feeding baitfish.
These areas of less clear but suspected productive waters are proposed to be the preferred
condition for kingfish catch rates at fishing locations where baitfish were observed.
Notably, water clarity affects the accuracy of anglers reporting the presence of baitfish,
which is often observed visually. Unfortunately, the effect decreased water clarity had on
the ability of the angler to confirm the baitfish presence is unknown but is expected to be
insignificant given the sonar technology developed to help anglers find subsurface
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schools of bait. The proximity of thermal fronts and their gradient magnitude also
influenced the kingfish catch rates (48% of the variance) where baitfish were reported.
Therefore, this study was able to quantify the relationships between the relative apparent
abundance of kingfish and its forage, which serves as an essential step in forming
ecosystem-based management strategies.
For all fishing locations, proximity to thermal fronts and gradient magnitude did
not appear to have a strong influence on the fishing effort; accounting, on average, for
only 8.2% of the variance in the catch rates. Prior research on the relationship between
temperature fronts, and the aggregations and movements of yellowfin tuna in the GOM
(Power and May, 1991), and swordfish in the western North Atlantic (Podesta, et al.,
1993) similarly could not identify a significant correlation. However, the coarse spatial
and temporal scale of their data inherently impeded finding such a relationship. As
evident in this study, fronts are dynamic and move or oscillate several to tens of
kilometers per day. Averaging this movement over a weekly or monthly period will not
accurately represent the oceanographic conditions when fishing occurred. Conversely,
movements of albacore T. alalunga and skipjack Katsuwonus pelamis were found to be
associated with temperature fronts in the eastern Pacific (Laurs and Lynn, 1977; Laurs, et
al., 1977; Laurs, et al., 1984). These results were successful largely due to a more finescaled analysis. The higher spatial and temporal resolution of the remotely sensed
thermal data and the fisheries catch data allowed me to more accurately analyze the
relationship between the relative apparent abundance of kingfish and surface thermal
features. Despite the improved resolution, wind-induced frontal displacement and
dissipation that led to unstable fronts during this study period are suggested to be the
cause for an overall lack of correlation. However, fishing locations where baitfish were
reported present on the warmer side of the nearest thermal front were positively
correlated with catch rates suggesting a potential connection between thermal fronts and
baitfish, and thus kingfish fishing success.
The exclusion of data influenced by non-persistent winds also demonstrated that
water clarity and the chl+ front gradient vector most influenced the CPUE. Due to the
limited occurrence of less variable winds, PCA and linear regression analysis were
conducted on data for four of the 19 tournaments, accounting for 34% of the total fish
caught. Although, the relationship between these variables and the catch represents a
portion of the overall dataset, it supports the conclusion that as visual predators, the
visibility within the water column plays a significant role in the kingfish’s ability to prey
on the bait that the anglers used, which increases the chances for angler success. Frontal
SST gradient vectors appeared to account for a greater percent of the variance in the
catch rates (34.6%) creating a greater influence on the relative apparent abundance of
kingfish when wind was more persistent. However, this was not the case for the chl+
gradient vectors which accounted for less variance in the catch rates (-6.5%) in this
subdataset compared to the entire dataset (-15.8%). This is consistent with the frontal
gradient analysis (see Chapter 1 Section 3.3.5), which found no significant increase in
gradients associated with sustained fronts. This may be attributed to the transportation of
biomass with the moving front. Further data are needed to better define the influence of
relatively strong, stable fronts on kingfish catch rates during periods of persistent wind
conditions.
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Kingfish catch were recorded within Tampa Bay on April 3 and 4, 2004, May 2
and 8, 2004, and October 30, 2004. The daily mean salinity readings corresponding to
these tournament days, 29.3, 30.0, 30.5, 29.4, and 24.3, respectively, were lower than
Godcharles and Murphy (1986) previously reported preferred salinity range, 32 to 36.
This documents kingfish outside of this reported range suggesting that salinity does not
play a dominant role in defining their environment. As baitfish presence were not
observed at only five out of 18 (~28%) fishing locations additional factors, such as a food
source, also likely contribute to the relative apparent abundance of kingfish. This is
consistent with Blackburn (1965) who noted the transparency of the water is more likely
the limiting factor for kingfish within estuaries where salinity may be lower but run-off is
considerable.
4.1 Inherent and Apparent Variability
The relationships identified in the principal component and linear regression
analyses provide some insight on the correlations between kingfish catch and
environmental conditions, specifically water clarity and baitfish presence. However, the
catch distribution was spatially dispersed and fishing success was inconsistent. This is
demonstrated by the lack of a significant difference between the environmental
conditions where fishing was successful (CPUE > 0) and where it was unsuccessful
(CPUE = 0). The following potential causes are provided in an attempt to explain the
large variability within the dataset.
Random movement, or ‘milling’ behavior, creates a possible stochastic influence
on the apparent abundance of fish distributions. The net displacement of bonefish in
Florida Bay due to random movement, also termed ‘random walk’, has been suggested to
be approximately 8 km day-1 compared to approximately 3 km day-1 of fish movement
due to kinesis, or reaction to ambient conditions (Humston, et al., 2004). Observed in
ABT in the Gulf of Maine (Humston, et al., 2000), this behavior may help explain
kingfish catch recorded in low water clarity and away from thermal and biologically
productive fronts. Therefore, random dispersion may create a wide range of observed
environmental conditions in which kingfish are caught. This is indicative of the weak
and unstable fronts which did not provide the increased abundance of forage in a
concentrated area that one would expect if the fronts were strong and stable (sustained).
The use of remote sensing data and dockside interviews at local tournaments
provides a relatively simple and inexpensive method to obtain large-scale data
synoptically. The satellite data were provided for free by the USF IMaRS.
Unfortunately, there are limitations to these data collection methods. Cloud cover, the
ability of the algorithms to correct for unwanted optical constituents present within the
signal, and sensor calibration affect satellite data quality to varying degrees and thus
create uncertainty that is carried into further applications of some of the data.
The design of this study was such that it did not take into account the water
column depth at which the kingfish were caught, specifically their position with respect
to the thermal structure of the water column including the mixed layer depth indication
by the thermocline depth. The catch data provided only discrete pictures of their
horizontal distribution and an approximate sense of abundance. Sharp (1978) and Roffer
(1987) showed that catch success in tunas is strongly influenced by these characteristics.
However, due to budget limitations water column measurements were not taken. Future
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work should include three dimensional surveys of the environmental conditions in the
fishery zone. Hopefully the concomitant coverage of the in situ data with the satellite
data will allow for the development of indices based on the surface conditions as
described by Roffer (1987) and e.g., Cury, et al. (1995) and Bakun (1996).
Catchability (q) is defined as the portion of a fish stock which is caught by a unit
of fishing effort and depends on the availability, and vulnerability of the fish (Howard,
1963; Garrod, 1964; Ricker, 1975). Boat size, fishing gear, wind speed, sea state, and
ocean conditions, such as thermocline depth, temperature, dissolved oxygen
concentration, toxic algae, and frontal dynamics, also influence fishing ability. Since
there is no professional or amateur distinction in the kingfish tournaments, there was no
objective means to account for the different skill or experience levels among the
hundreds of anglers that participate. Due to the lack of a control group of captains and
vessels, it was not possible to normalize fishing power. Therefore, catchability is
assumed equal among the anglers. This is also a current bias in the Marine Recreational
Fisheries Statistics Survey, the main national survey method for recreational fisheries
(OSB, 2006). The variability of the fisheries data may be attributed to the inherent ability
of each individual angler to locate and catch kingfish and to report accurate fishing effort.
In addition, intentional reporting errors by the anglers may have contributed to the
variability of the data. While the quality control reduced these false reports as much as
possible, the degree to which this influenced the data is unknown but considered
insignificant. To alleviate this problem in future angler interview-based fisheries
research, mandatory electronic log books and data loggers (CTD) are recommended.
These technologies have been found to effectively track the location and levels of fishing
effort (Rubec, et al., 2005). Similar future research should involve the support of
Tournament Directors and an angler education and outreach program, a critical and
positive aspect of this research.
Anglers are known to influence the behavior of fish. Adding chum into the water
creates an artificial increase in available forage that is independent of the natural
concentrating effects by ocean fronts. This lures fish into a small radius, causing higher
catch regardless of the environmental conditions (Davis and Stanley, 2002). The time
limitations and significant prizes offered at tournaments have led “chumming” to be a
common practice, especially when baitfish are scarce. Unfortunately, chumming was not
recorded during the dockside interviews as we did not realize its importance during this
study. Apparently some of the boats chummed at difference times and areas and the
behavior was not consistent between boats and area. This practice may have increased
fishing success and effort where baitfish were not reported present which may have
muted the significance of fishing where live baitfish were present. The extent of its
influence on the kingfish catch and locations is unknown.
Tournaments award prizes to the boat that catches the heaviest kingfish.
Therefore, fishing behavior focuses on catching the largest fish, not on quantity, and this
biases the study results by skewing fishing success towards a smaller number (see Fig.
2-2). Anglers may avoid areas where smaller (< 85 cm), schooling kingfish are observed
to target the larger (> 85 cm) kingfish, which are known to exhibit different migratory
behavior (Collette and Nauen, 1983; Fable, et al., 1987) and are more commonly solitary.
This may lead to different preferred environments based on their size. As large numbers
of small kingfish caught at single fishing locations were reported, it is assumed that both
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kingfish groups were analyzed jointly and the results indicate a preferred environmental
condition for the mixed kingfish groups. This selective fishing behavior impedes further
applications of this data for stock abundance or biomass calculations.
Locations where fishing was unsuccessful could result from the inability of the
angler to hook the fish and the time of fishing pressure, which could reflect kingfish
feeding patterns (Sharp, 1978; Holland, et al., 1990; Buckley and Miller, 1994).
However, a better estimate of apparent abundance may be derived by allowing the
anglers to fish sunrise to sunset. This is suggested due the findings of previous studies
where the movements of Scombrids mirrored the diel vertical migration of small nektonic
prey, to depths where dissolved oxygen and temperature are not limiting, in order to
exploit these resources (Sund, et al., 1981; Brill, et al., 1999). Additionally, the rapid
ascension to the surface during sunrise shown by acoustically tracked yellowfin tuna and
archival-tagged bluefin tuna is suggested to be associated with predatory behavior
(Block, et al., 1997). The majority of fishing success coincided with the morning to mid
afternoon hours (i.e. 7 AM to 2 PM) regardless of lunar phase. Time limitations due to
tournament regulations are responsible for the coherence of fishing pressure. In this
study, the time of fishing was controlled by the tournaments and thus the data collected
provide a measurement of only the relative apparent abundance.
4.2 Recommendations
From the results of this study, a model may be developed to diagnose the
condition of the environment that can be used by resource managers to better understand
variations in catch that are either the result of naturally occurring phenomena or maninduced overfishing. Models emphasizing water clarity, prey presence, and productive
zones may help to link the contribution of these variables to the apparent abundance of
this commercially valuable species as well as that of other migratory pelagic species that
are less managed. The biological and physical variables identified in this study provide
the foundation for future models of king mackerel and other coastal pelagic species,
including their forage. This information is critical in understanding the interactions with
the ecosystem which should facilitate improved fisheries management. Additionally, the
multiple environmental variables influencing the kingfish catch rates show the
importance of using environmental data in fisheries management and why the recent push
toward an ecosystem-based management regime is warranted.
In order to better understand how the kingfish respond to the changes in the
physical and biological components of the WFS, the application of pop-up satellite tags
are recommended. The ability of this technique to continuously track the movement of
other species, such as tuna, marlin, and marine mammals, proved beneficial towards
understand their migratory patterns in addition to simultaneously collecting
environmental data such as temperature, and depth (e.g. Jouventin and Weimerskirch,
1990; Block, et al., 1998; Brill, et al., 1999; Block, et al., 2000; Boehlert, et al., 2001;
Marcinek, et al., 2001; Graves, et al., 2002; Kerstetter, et al., 2003; Kerstetter, et al.,
2004; Wilson, et al., 2005). The high spatial and temporal resolution data on their
movements when integrated with remotely sensed satellite data and other in situ data
should provide a substantially improved comprehension that this present study began to
elucidate. Quantifying the effects of the environment on the baitfish is critically
important to understanding the movements, concentration, and relative apparent
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abundance of many other economically important and ecosystem important species, such
as groupers (Epinephelus spp.) on the WFS (Pierce and Mahmoudi, 2001; Mahmoudi, et
al., 2002). Therefore, the tagging data should be supplemented with spatially and
temporally coinciding fish light detection and ranging (lidar) (Churnside, et al., 2003)
and transect surveys that measure baitfish abundance and continuous sea surface
temperature and chlorophyll a concentrations, which would provide the additional
information necessary to analyze the movements of kingfish in relation to the
surrounding environment without the influence of the anglers’ behavior.
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Chapter 3
Conclusions
Automated algorithms to detect frontal features in satellite-derived sea surface
temperature (SST), chlorophyll concentrations (chl+), normalized water leaving radiance
(nLw_443), and fluorescence line height (FLH) images were adapted to study linkages
between recreational catch of king mackerel (Scomberomorus cavalla) and
environmental parameters in coastal waters off west-central Florida. King mackerel
(kingfish) catch data were collected through angler interviews during seasonal
tournaments held in April to May and October to November of 2004 and 2005. These
data were then used to assess the influence of distance to the fronts, strength of the fronts,
particular water quality conditions, and abundance of baitfish to catch levels and catch
effort. To date, there has been no previous literature reported of investigations that
mapped the coastal fronts of the eastern Gulf of Mexico or analyzed the oceanographic
conditions influencing the relative apparent abundance of Scomberomorus sp.
Thresholds within the Cayula and Cornillon (1992) front detection algorithm,
which has mainly been applied to lake and shelf-break regions, were changed to
effectively detect fronts on the gently sloping inner west Florida shelf for SST, nLw_443,
and FLH data. In addition to using both a 32 x 32 and a 16 x 16 roving pixel box, the
histogram ratio to identify frontal populations was changed from 0.76 to 0.72 to increase
sensitivity, the coherence threshold of the frontal populations was increased from 0.90 to
0.95, and the frontal length requirement was increased from 10 to 20 pixels. With the
threshold modifications developed in this research, it has proved to be useful in detecting
realistically-shaped coastal surface thermal, water clarity, and fluorescence fronts and is
suggested as an adequate method for future frontal work in similar coastal environments.
The Canny (1986) algorithm appeared to identify chlorophyll fronts better than
the adjusted Cayula and Cornillon (1992) algorithm, particularly closer to shore. This
study implemented a 7 x 7 pixel Gaussian mask and hysteresis thresholds of 0.05 and
0.08 gradient strength to identify significant edge pixels. Although this method was
originally developed for arbitrary edge profiles, it shows promise for future applications
of coastal satellite data when studying coastal chl+ fronts from satellite data. However,
additional adjustments to the threshold criterion of this algorithm are necessary to
improve front detection across the shelf, though sensitivity to noise may consequently
increase.
The frontal algorithms were also applied to high-resolution bathymetry grid data.
This is a new technique to identify bathymetric gradients and appears to be an effective
method to analyze bottom topography. Strong topographic gradients were detected by
both algorithms nearshore, north of 28° N, and along the 20 m and 40 m isobaths.
Stronger oceanic fronts sustained for periods of about four days frequently coincided with
areas of steep bathymetric gradients, particularly near the 20 m isobath. Bottom
topography was shown to play a large, and often seasonal, role in the spatial stability of
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fronts. However, bottom reflectance could also be reflected in the ocean color gradients
detected closer inshore along the coast as it has been found to affect the accuracy of
satellite-derived chl+ and nLw_443 estimations. Further investigation in quantifying the
extent of the influence bottom reflectance had on the detected ocean color fronts is
needed.
The hypothesis that higher CPUE would occur closer to an oceanic front was
rejected statistically. Due to non-persistent ocean currents and wind velocities, fronts
were generally not sustained or stable, with 80% loss of frontal pixels present from 48 to
72 hours prior to tournament dates. A weak correlation between fronts and the kingfish
catch data due to highly variable fishing success and fishing effort in regards to distance
of fishing activity to the nearest front. The dissipation and movement of the fronts
between 3 and 10 km per day due to the effect of the destructive winds largely accounts
for this low correlation. This led to the investigation of additional environmental
conditions that contributed to successful fishing.
A strong correlation was found between fishing effort and catch success and water
clarity and the presence of baitfish. As kingfish catch rates were highest for fishing
locations in intermediate water clarity (0.7 to 1.0 mW cm-2 µm-1 sr-1) and where baitfish
were present these conditions, on the less chl+ side of a front, are expected to have the
greatest influence on fishing success. This is supported by the principal component
regression analysis. Due to their strong influence on the catch rates, it is possible that
increased coastal development could negatively impact the water quality and thus the
success of this coastal fishery. From the results of this study, a model may be developed
to diagnose the condition of the environment that can be used by resource managers to
better understand variations in catch that are either the result of naturally occurring
phenomena or man-induced overfishing.
Kingfish catch significantly decreased in the fall of 2005 (208 kingfish) compared
to fall 2004 (818) and spring 2005 (538); this was not apparent in the spring 2004 (404).
The percentage of fishing locations where baitfish were observed also significantly
decreased in the fall of 2005 (38%) compared to spring 2004 (54%) and 2005 (51%), and
fall 2004 (54%). This shows the influence of abundant sources of available prey in
aggregating kingfish, which help to increase fishing success. Significantly lower water
clarity recorded in the fall of 2005 was also associated with lower catch rates. As they
are visual predators, this supports that the clarity of the water influences the aggregations
of kingfish and their ability to prey. Concurrent with the HAB episode in the fall of
2005, these observed decreases imply a relationship between kingfish catch rates and
water quality.
The FLH satellite data are an effective tool to examine the spatial distribution of
surface phytoplankton concentrations in coastal waters off west-central Florida. This
product also provided the most accurate parameter to remotely identify the spatial extent
of the HAB episode in the fall of 2005. When supplemented with in situ data collection,
FLH is recommended for future HAB research to help resource managers easily detect
and track the large-scale movements of these features and could potentially lead to
identifying their cause and reducing the impact to coastal communities, both marine and
terrestrial.
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Appendix A: General assessment of the image quality of satellite images examined
during tournament periods. Shaded cells identify the days used to determine
sustained fronts. Tournament dates are in bold. Days when no data were
available are marked by NA.
2004
3-Apr-04
2-Apr-04
1-Apr-04
31-Mar-04

SST
Good
Good
Fair
Fair

Chl+
Good
Good
NA
Fair

nLw_443
Good
Poor
NA
Good

FLH
Poor
Bad
Fair
NA

4-Apr-04
3-Apr-04
2-Apr-04
1-Apr-04

Good
Good
Good
Fair

Good
Good
Good
NA

Good
Good
Fair
NA

Bad
Poor
Bad
Fair

1-May-04
30-Apr_04
29-Apr-04
28-Apr_04

Good
Poor
Poor
Good

Good - Fair
Fair
Poor
NA

Good - Fair
Fair - Poor
Bad
NA

Fair
Bad
Bad
NA

2-May-04
1-May-04
30-Apr_04
29-Apr-04

Fair
Good
Poor
Poor

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

8-May-04
7-May-04
6-May-04
5-May-04

Fair
Bad
Fair
Fair

Good
Fair - Poor
Poor
NA

Fair - Poor
Poor
Poor
NA

Bad
Bad
Bad
NA

23-Oct-04
22-Oct-04
21-Oct-04
20-Oct-04

Fair
Good - Fair
Good - Fair
Poor

Bad
Poor
Poor
Bad

Poor
Poor
Poor
Bad

Poor
Good - Fair
Poor
Bad

30-Oct-04
29-Oct-04
28-Oct-04
27-Oct-04

Good - Fair
Good
Good
Good - Fair

Fair
NA
Fair - Poor
Good - Fair

Poor
NA
Fair - Poor
Fair

Poor
Poor
Bad
Poor
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Appendix A (Continued)
6-Nov-04
5-Nov-04
4-Nov-04
3-Nov-04

Good
Bad
Fair
Fair

Good
NA
Poor
Fair

Good
NA
Bad
Fair

Good
NA
Poor
NA

7-Nov-04
6-Nov-04
5-Nov-04
4-Nov-04

Good - Fair
Good
Bad
Fair

Good - Fair
Good
NA
Poor

Fair
Good
NA
Bad

Fair
Good
NA
Poor

13-Nov-04
12-Nov-04
11-Nov-04
10-Nov-04

Fair - Poor
Good
Good
Good

Bad
NA
NA
NA

Bad
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

2005
3-Apr-05
2-Apr-05
1-Apr-05
31-Mar-05

Good
Good
Good
Bad

Good
Good
Poor
NA

Good
Good
Bad
NA

Bad
NA
Bad
NA

9-Apr-05
8-Apr-05
7-Apr-05
6-Apr-05

Good
Good
Good
Good

Good
Fair
NA
Fair

Good
Fair
NA
Fair

Good
Bad
NA
Poor

16-Apr-05
15-Apr-05
14-Apr-05
13-Apr-05

Good - Fair
Good - Fair
Good
Bad

Poor
Fair - Poor
Good
Poor

Poor
Fair - Poor
Good
Poor

Poor
Good - Fair
Bad
NA

17-Apr-05
16-Apr-05
15-Apr-05
14-Apr-05

Good
Good - Fair
Good - Fair
Good

Bad
Poor
Fair
Good

Bad
Poor
Fair - Poor
Good

Bad
Poor
Good - Fair
Bad

23-Apr-05
22-Apr-05
21-Apr-05
20-Apr-05

Fair
Good
Good
Bad

Poor
Fair - Poor
Fair
Bad

Bad
Fair
Good - Fair
Bad

Bad
Bad
Bad
NA
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Appendix A (Continued)
30-Apr-05
29-Apr-05
28-Apr-05
27-Apr-05

Fair
Good
Good
Bad

Good - Fair
NA
Good - Fair
NA

Fair
NA
Fair - Poor
NA

Bad
NA
Bad
Bad

29-Oct-05
28-Oct-05
27-Oct-05
26-Oct-05

Good
Good
Good
Good

Good - Fair
Good - Fair
Good - Fair
Fair

Good
Fair
Bad
Fair - Poor

Good
Bad
Good
Fair

5-Nov-05
4-Nov-05
3-Nov-05
2-Nov-05

Good - Fair
Good
Good
Bad

Bad
Good
Good
Poor

Bad
Good
Good
Poor

Fair
Good
Good
NA

6-Nov-05
5-Nov-05
4-Nov-05
3-Nov-05

Poor
Good
Good
Good

Bad
Bad
Good
Good - Fair

Bad
Bad
Good
Good

Bad
Fair
Good
Good

12-Nov-05
11-Nov-05
10-Nov-05
9-Nov-05

Good
Good
Good
Good

Good - Fair
Good
Poor - Bad
Fair

Good - Fair
Good
Poor - Bad
Fair

Good
Good
Poor - Bad
Good
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Appendix B: Outline of multivariate statistical methods

Independent variables

Transform data into
second moment matrix

Relate principal components
to the dataset

Assume linear model
y = xB

Principal component
regression analysis
Identify weights associated with
the dataset
B = u*(u’*x’*x*u)-1*u’*x’*y

Eigenvalue analysis

Assess the number of
independent variables.

Correlation matrix

Identify highly correlated
variables

Systematically reduce
dataset
Linear regression

Solve least squares
problem
Comparison of weights:
A’s with B’s
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Assume linear model
y = xA

Identify weighting associated
with the significant variables
A = (x’*x)-1*x’*y

Appendix C: Anomalous SST values for all fall fishing locations (N=266).
Year
2004

2005

Week
Oct. 21 - 27
Oct. 28 - Nov. 3
Nov. 4 - 10
Nov. 11 - 17
Oct. 22 - 28
Oct. 29 - Nov. 4
Nov. 5 - 11
Nov. 12 - 18

Mean (°C)
0.1
0.8
0.7
0.5
-1.0
-2.3
-1.2
-0.2

St. Dev.
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.2
1.1
0.9
0.4
0.02

Appendix D: Student’s t-test analysis comparing environmental conditions where fishing
was and was not successful. Note the high standard deviation (SD) associated
with the variables (except Latitude, Longitude, SST, and nLw_443). T = 1.960,
p = 0.05, CPUE > 0: N =416; CPUE =0: N = 159.

Variable
Latitude (° N)
Longitude (° W)
SST front (km)
Chl+ front (km)
nLw_443 front (km)
SST (°C)
Chl+ (mg m-3)
nLw_443 (mW cm-2 µm-1 sr-1)
Bait presence
SST gradient (km-1)
Chl+ gradient (km-1)
nLw_443 gradient (km-1)
Sustained SST front (km)
Sustained chl+ front (km)
Sustained nLw_443 front (km)
Bottom type

t
0.54
0.22
0.24
0.25
0.00
0.75
0.49
0.33
0.01
0.62
0.90
0.93
0.95
0.68
0.03
0.59

CPUE >0
Mean
27.72
83.01
6
6
10
22.9
2.3
0.8
1
0.1
0.0
0.1
22
15
20
3
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SD
0.31
0.20
7
5
12
1.7
2.3
0.4
1
0.5
1.0
0.3
20
20
20
1

CPUE = 0
Mean
27.75
82.99
7
6
14
22.9
2.4
0.8
1
0.1
0.0
0.1
23
15
25
3

SD
0.23
0.17
7
5
14
1.6
2.2
0.4
1
0.5
1.0
0.3
19
20
20
1

Appendix E: Effects of wind on fishing behavior. Mean (µ) distance to land and CPUE
and corresponding standard deviations (SD), and percentage of bottom type for
each tournament day are provided. Highlighted rows represent days with strong
and variable winds with observed decreased distance to land (km) and CPUE. For
April 4, 2004, April 16 and 30, 2005, and November 12, 2005 this also resulted in
a higher percentage of fishing recorded in the shipping channel.
Distance to land (km)
Tournament
Day
4/3/2004
4/4/2004
5/1/2004
5/8/2004
10/23/2004
10/30/2004
11/6/2004
11/7/2004
11/13/2004
4/3/2005
4/9/2005
4/16/2005
4/17/2005
4/23/2005
4/30/2005
10/29/2005
11/5/2005
11/6/2005
11/12/2005

N
30
10
39
119
13
65
16
42
99
10
39
32
26
65
44
8
20
17
69

µ
22.00
14.50
23.20
27.80
26.40
29.80
30.20
33.60
22.90
29.30
21.20
15.40
7.10
21.10
12.40
25.00
54.90
22.70
13.60

CPUE

µ

SD
13.50
7.20
19.50
22.40
26.30
32.20
16.90
21.90
28.70
15.30
14.70
11.70
8.00
21.30
9.00
20.70
34.00
28.20
18.60

0.41
0.44
0.45
0.65
0.51
0.74
0.59
1.82
0.73
0.69
1.14
0.73
0.36
0.53
1.21
0.32
0.66
0.67
0.33
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SD
0.44
0.29
0.47
1.13
0.61
1.04
0.78
7.34
1.01
0.85
1.98
1.32
0.40
0.76
4.51
0.30
0.52
1.23
0.57

Bottom type (%)
Bottom
Relief
26.7
10.0
10.3
13.6
7.7
0.0
6.3
7.1
16.2
20.0
15.4
6.3
15.4
7.7
15.9
10.0
20.0
5.9
7.3

Channel
3.3
40.0
10.3
5.9
15.4
1.5
12.5
0.0
6.1
0.0
12.8
18.8
7.7
3.1
13.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
17.4

Other
Bottom
70.0
50.0
79.4
80.5
76.9
98.5
81.2
92.9
77.7
80.0
71.8
74.9
76.9
89.2
70.5
90.0
80.0
94.1
75.3

